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The black-legged tick, Ixodes scapularis (Acari: Ixodidae), transmits pathogens 
that can have detrimental effects on human and wildlife health. The pathogens that I. 
scapularis transmits include the causative agents of Lyme disease and Powassan virus 
disease. Due to various human impact factors such as global climate change, black-
legged ticks have been expanding their range and establishing themselves in new 
areas, allowing them to encounter novel animal hosts as well as new diseases which 
could further impact human and wildlife health. While the ecology of the black-legged 
tick is well studied, its physiology is not, which may limit tick management success. This 
dissertation examines two important components of I. scapularis physiology: 
embryogenesis and host-seeking mechanisms. This dissertation also includes the 
development and examination of a high school-teaching unit focused on Ixodes 
scapularis and Lyme disease. Science education and the sharing of science to the 
general public is an important component of future tick management strategies. 
In Chapter 1, I provide background information about I. scapularis biology as well as 
give an overview of the Haller’s organ, which is the chemosensory structure found in 
ticks. In Chapter 2, I discuss a micro-computed tomography (MicroCT) scanning 
procedure I developed for examining the embryogenesis of the black-legged tick and 
document the full embryogenesis of I. scapularis. The development of the MicroCT 
scanning procedure consisted of a qualitative comparison of MicroCT scans of I. 
scapularis embryos at different development points using three different fixation 
methods. The scans at all three development points were compared to determine which 
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of the fixation methods produced the most consistent images at the lowest cost. In this 
case, I found that using hot ethanol and dissolved iodine was the best method. I 
subsequently used this method to scan embryos every 24-hours starting from the time 
the eggs were laid until the ticks emerged as larvae. These scans revealed both internal 
and external development points throughout the embryogenesis such as when limbs 
form and when the Haller’s organ arises. This is the first documentation of I. scapularis 
embryogenesis and the third tick species to have its complete embryogenesis 
documented. In Chapter 3, I conducted a study aimed to identify the neurons associated 
with the black-legged tick’s Haller’s organ and what odors I. scapularis can detect using 
their Haller’s organ. Neuron identification was accomplished by puncturing sensilla 
within the Haller’s organ of female black-legged ticks and using the carbocyanine dye 
DiI to dye the neurons. Once the neurons were dyed they were visualized using 
fluorescent microscopy. Additionally, legs of female ticks were fixed and embedded in 
resin so that thin cross-sections of the leg could be observed using transmission 
electron microscopy. In order to determine what odors these ticks can detect, I 
attempted to use both an electrolegogram (ELG) and single-sensilla recordings (SSR) 
to obtain physiological recordings of neuron activity of the tick legs after exposure to 
various host odors. Although the ELG recordings were unsuccessful, the SSR 
recordings yielded recordings of the neuron activity of a single sensillum within the 
capsule aperture of the Haller’s organ. The odors that these ticks are able to detect 
were then used in a tick-choice behavioral assay in order to determine if ticks find these 
odors attractive or repulsive. These studies revealed key structures within the legs of I. 
scapularis which I suspect to be the neurons associated with the Haller’s organ. 
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Additionally, I found that the large sensillum within the capsule aperture of the black-
legged tick’s Haller’s organ is able to detect phenols. For the choice tests, of these 
phenols, I found that ticks exhibited repellent behavior when exposed to p-
methylphenol, diluted at 10 µg/µL. In Chapter 4, I describe the development of a high 
school unit that is focused on I. scapularis and the spread of Lyme disease. The Lyme 
Disease unit development was guided by the Next Generation Science Standards 
(NGSS) and Framework, which Illinois recently adopted. The unit was presented to 
students in a way that included exposure to comics especially created to give instruction 
and introduce new material including the primary phenomenon of the unit: “Why are 
these kids getting sick and how can I stop the spread of the disease?”. After being 
presented with the phenomenon, students would act as scientists and use scientific 
data, extracted from published research that they analyzed to decide what line of 
questioning they wanted to follow. In addition to developing the unit, the unit was piloted 
by one teacher during three different school years. After each pilot trial, the unit was 
revised and student and teacher data were collected. These data were critically 
analyzed using qualitative and quantitative methods. Ultimately, the unit developed 
contained 16 lessons which encompassed 5 performance expectations, 9 practices, 5 
Disciplinary Core Ideas, and 4 Cross-Cutting Concepts outlined in the NGSS and 
Framework. My analyses revealed that many of the revisions throughout the unit were 
beneficial to the unit and that overall students were able to successfully answer 
questions about tick biology, tick ecology, disease biology and human impact on 
disease biology. Additionally, students were able to develop models and apply their 
knowledge to new situations presented to them. Collectively, this dissertation addresses 
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major gaps in tick physiology knowledge and demonstrates the importance of 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
TICK BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Tick-borne diseases affect a wide variety of people, regardless of socioeconomic 
status, and the importance of tick-borne emerging diseases will only increase due to 
global and climate change (Ostfeld and Brunner 2015, Parola et al. 2005).  Lyme 
disease, anaplasmosis, and Powassan virus disease are just a few tick-borne diseases 
spread by the black-legged tick, Ixodes scapularis (Ixodidae) (CDC 2019a, 
TickEncounter 2018). The black-legged tick has become established in an increasing 
number of states and as of 2016 was found in over 1,420 counties across the United 
States (Eisen et al. 2016). This tick species has a two-year life cycle (TickEncounter 
2018) and utilizes three main hosts during its development (CDC 2019b). Although I. 
scapularis is considered more of a generalist when seeking hosts, it typically feeds on 
white-footed mice (Cricetidae, leucopus), chipmunks (Sciuridae, Tamia) and shrews 
(Soricidae) during earlier stages in its development (Keesing et al. 2009, LoGiudice et 
al. 2003, Schulze et al. 1986, Bishopp & Trembley 1945). While feeding on these 
smaller hosts, the black-legged tick can acquire disease pathogens such as the 
bacterium Borrelia burgdorferi (the cause of Lyme disease) (Keesing et al. 2009, 
LoGiudice et al. 2003). In the adult stage, I. scapularis is frequently found on white-
tailed deer where it will typically find its mate (Schulze et al. 1986, Bishopp & Trembley 
1945).  
It is the interaction between the ticks and their hosts that determines the spread 
of tick-borne diseases; these interactions change over the course of tick development 
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due to different host preferences at different developmental stages (Keesing et al. 2009, 
Brisson et al. 2007, LoGiudice et al. 2003, Wilson et al. 1984). Ecological studies on 
host and habitat use should incorporate physiological studies to better understand the 
mechanisms behind hematophagous arthropods’ ability to locate preferred hosts during 
different life stages. While the ecology of the black-legged tick has been relatively well 
studied, the physiological aspects of how ticks develop or find hosts have not. In order 
to fully understand the vector biology of these ticks, basic research on tick development 
and physiology is essential. 
 
THE HALLER’S ORGAN 
Hematophagous arthropods are dependent on various sensory modalities to find 
hosts. Hematophagous insects such as mosquitoes (Diptera: Culicidae) or kissing bugs 
(Hemiptera: Reduviidae), utilize a combination of sensory structures found on their 
proboscis, maxillary palps, and/or antennae to locate a bloodmeal (Maekawa et al. 
2011). Ticks have evolved a sensory structure on their forelegs that serve a similar 
function as the insect proboscis and antennae for host location (Sonenshine et al. 
2013). This sensory structure is called the Haller’s organ. Although the Haller’s organ 
was first described in 1881 by G. Haller, it wasn’t until 1908 that the structure was 
recognized to have olfactory functions (Haller 1881, Nuttall et al. 1908). The main 
sensory structures of the Haller’s organ can be found in the pit and the capsule aperture 
of the Haller’s organ (Figure 1.1). Although the structure is considered unique to the 
superfamily Ixodoidae (Sonenshine et al. 2013, Hindle and Merriman 1912), the Haller’s 
organ is morphologically different at both the genus and species level (Josek et al. 
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2017, Sonenshine et al. 2013) and in some cases between sexes of the same species 
(Josek et al. 2017). Some of the general functions of the Haller’s organ include humidity 
sensitivity (Foelix and Axtell 1972) mechanoreception (Soares and Borges 2012), 
infrared light detection (Mitchell III et al. 2017), host chemoperception (Soares and 
Borger 2012, Sonenshine 2004, Carroll 1999), and pheromone detection (Carr et al. 
2016, Carr et al. 2013, Sonenshine 2004, Rechav et al. 1977). However, for I. 
scapularis, an important human disease vector, no studies had previously explored the 
embryonic development of the Haller’s organ, the specific chemoperception abilities of 
individual sensory sensilla associated with the Haller’s organ, or the neurons associated 
with these sensory sensilla. 
 
DISSERTATION INTRODUCTION 
 From 2013 to 2015, my research focused on two components of the Haller’s 
organ – reception and morphology. The first part of my research dealt with identifying 
the chemoperception genes expressed in the Haller’s organ of I. scapularis. I chose to 
work with this species because it is a major disease vector in North America (CDC 
2019a) and it is the only tick with a completely published genome readily available 
Gulia-Nuss et al. 2016). Since the only available genomes of Acarids indicated an 
absence of odorant receptors (ORs) in these Acarids (Gulia-Nuss et al. 2016, Hoy et al. 
2016), my research focused on ionotropic (IRs) and gustatory receptor (GRs) 
expression in the forelegs of male and female ticks. This work resulted in the expansion 
of the identified ionotropic receptors from 15 to 125, the identification of gene encoding 
for Microplusin-Like proteins and Niemann-Pick Type C2 proteins, as well as the 
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identification of IRs and GRs that were highly expressed only in the forelegs of these 
ticks and therefore likely to play a role in chemoperception of the Haller’s organ (Josek 
et al. 2018). My research on the morphology of the Haller’s organ focused on three 
important North American hard tick species: I. scapularis, Amblyomma americanum, 
and Dermacentor variabilis. All three of these species have qualitatively different 
Haller’s organs (Balashov and Leonovich 1981, Homsher et al. 1988), but my goal was 
to quantitatively analyze the organs and identify differences in morphology between 
these species as well as between males and females for each species. This was 
achieved through the use of environmental scanning electron microscopy and geometric 
morphometrics. The data I collected and analyzed revealed that not only was the 
morphology of the Haller’s organ of each of these species quantitatively different, but 
the Haller’s organ of one species, Dermacentor variabilis, was found to be sexual 
dimorphic (Josek et al. 2017). 
My previous research (Josek et al. 2017) focused on using modern technologies 
to describe Haller’s organ form and function, which have been neglected in the 
literature. The main objective of this dissertation was to continue this type of novel 
research by assessing two major areas of tick physiology: the embryonic development 
of the Haller’s organ and characterization of sensory functionality. Combined my studies 
on Haller’s organ genomics and physiology will give insights into tick ecology and this 
fundamental biological knowledge will aid in better tick-vectored disease management. 
Additionally, I wanted to address the importance of education in successful vector 
management. Education is a key component of raising awareness of vector-borne 
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disease and can be and important aspect in vector-borne disease prevention (Maurais 
2016, Sreedevi et al. 2016, Mowbray et al. 2012).  
This dissertation consists of three research chapters. Each of these chapters is 
comprised of a technique development component, followed by a question-driven 
project exploiting my newly developed method or materials.  
 
Chapter 2: I studied the complete embryogenesis process of I. scapularis through the 
use of micro-computed tomography (microCT). I first developed a method to 
determine the proper fixation and staining techniques needed to observe both 
internal and external development of I. scapularis embryos using microCT. I then 
compared my findings to development of Rhipicephalus microplus and Dermacentor 
andersoni, the only ticks for which embryogenesis was previously documented. 
Through this comparison I sought to test the hypothesis that the major embryonic 
development points of the three ticks would arise at the same developmental stage 
during embryogenesis.  
 
Chapter 3: I sought to determine what host odors could be detected by the primary 
sensillum within the Haller’s organ of I. scapularis. I performed single unit recordings 
and identified the neurons associated with that sensillum. Once I determined what 
odors this sensillum could detect, I tested the hypothesis that ticks would find these 
odors emitted by hosts to be attractive.  
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Chapter 4: I developed a high school Lyme Disease Unit that encompasses tick 
biology, tick ecology, disease biology and human impact on disease biology 
following the new Next Generation Science Standards. The teaching unit was piloted 
and revised multiple times and teacher and student data was collected to determine 
how the unit was perceived and if students were able to correctly answer questions 
pertaining to tick biology, tick ecology, disease biology and human impact on 
disease biology after completing the unit.  
 
The results presented in this dissertation contribute to our understanding of the 
physiology of I. scapularis, as well as provide new research methods that can be 
applied to physiological studies involving other organisms. In addition, this work 
provides a novel framework for how to translate the fundamental science of vector-
biology into a classroom while following the new learning standards, which is an 









Figure 1.1: Image of the Haller’s organ of a female I. scapularis taken using 
Environmental Scanning Electron microscopy. The overall shape of the central portion 
of organ is outlined with a dashed line, the pit sensilla are enclosed by a circle, and the 
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CHAPTER 2: EMBRYOGENESIS OF IXODES SCAPULARIS (ACARI: IXODIDAE) 
 
ABSTRACT 
To fully explain the interaction between an organism and its environment, it is 
essential to understand the basic physiology of the organism. This understanding starts 
with a knowledge of embryonic development or embryogenesis. In ticks, embryogenesis 
has long been a neglected subject due to the high sclerotization of the egg, and its 
small size. This study aims to document and describe the complete internal and 
external embryonic development of the black-legged tick, Ixodes scapularis, using 
micro-computed tomography. From the point in time when blood-fed, adult female ticks 
began laying eggs until the time when larval ticks emerged, eggs were collected daily 
and fixed using three different methods: methanol fixation, hot ethanol fixation and a 
heat shock to heptane to methanol fixation. Eggs for each of these fixation methods 
were scanned at three developmental times: 15, 48, and 100% development. The hot 
ethanol method yielded consistent scans at a low time and resource investment. This 
method was used to scan eggs at additional developmental times. I identified major 
internal and external development points of embryogenesis (e.g., formation of the rectal 
sac and appearance of the Haller’s organ). In addition to developing a reliable fixation 
method to use in conjunction with micro-computed tomography to image internal and 
external features of tick eggs, this study is the first to document in detail the complete 






To develop effective tick and disease management strategies, basic research on 
tick development and physiology is essential. Due to the increasing number of Lyme 
disease cases (CDC 2018), it has become imperative to conduct in-depth studies on the 
physiology of the black-legged tick, Ixodes scapularis (Ixodida, Ixodidae), because it is 
the main vector of Lyme disease in the midwestern and eastern United States (Eisen et 
al. 2016).  Little is known about early development of immature ticks even though the 
documentation and understanding of embryogenesis adds to our knowledge about an 
organism, how environmental factors affect development of the tick, and establishes a 
baseline of development that is essential for future molecular and genetic studies. 
Most embryogenesis work in arthropods has focused on insects and in general, 





century embryogenesis was studied in the ixodids Rhipicephalus annulatus (Wagner 
1893, Wagner 1894) and Dermacentor andersoni (Pressesky 1952). The only work on 
this topic in the last 50 years focused on the cattle tick, Rhipicephalus microplus 
(Santos et al. 2013). This research group developed a novel experimental procedure 
that removed the tick egg shell while keeping the embryo intact. However, similar to 
earlier work Santos et al. (2013) still used more traditional tissue staining and 
immunofluorescence methods to image the exposed embryo once the egg shell was 
removed. Drawbacks to using staining and fluorescence techniques include the difficulty 
of mounting a specimen in a consistent orientation. Recent technological advancements 
in imaging, such as micro-computed tomography (microCT), enable scientists to 
observe the internal growth of a specimen while creating a three-dimensional scan 
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allowing the specimen to be viewed at almost any angle (Lowe et al. 2015). MicroCT-
scanning can be done with specimens that are only a few millimeters in size and has 
been used to track development of lepidopteran pharate adult as their internal and 
external morphologies change from larval to adult forms (Lowe et al. 2015).  
In this study, I documented the embryogenesis of I. scapularis. This species was 
chosen not only because it is medically important in the United States, but also because 
it is the only tick with a fully sequenced genome which would make applications of the 
results in this study immediately relevant for studies focusing on genetic regulation in 
tick embryos. Using microCT-scanning, I identified major internal (e.g., formation of the 
rectal sac) and external (e.g., formation of the Haller’s organ) development markers 
throughout development. I also compare three microCT-scanning preparation methods 




Tick Maintenance and Staging of Embryos 
Five gravid female ticks were obtained from the Oklahoma State University tick 
rearing facility. Each individual tick was kept in a 30 mL plastic rearing cup with a paper 
lid with two 0.5 mm holes for ventilation. These cups were placed in an incubator (Model 
I30BLLC8, Percival Scientific Inc., Perry, IA), at 24±1˚C and 97±2% relative humidity for 
a 15:9 light:dark photoperiod. Gravid females were monitored until they began to lay 
their eggs. Eggs were removed using a fine paintbrush and placed into a rearing cup 
with a ventilated paper lid and marked with the day they were laid. Eggs were kept in 
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the same incubator as the gravid females. This process of removing the eggs from the 
females and transferring them into a new cup occurred each day and continued until all 
females stopped ovipositing. 
At this temperature and photoperiod, embryonic development lasts approximately 
33 days. By designating oviposition as 0% developmental time (DT) and hatching as 
100% DT, each day of embryonic development is considered 3% DT.  
 
Fixation methods 
I compared three fixation methods to determine which method would be most 
convenient, cost effective, and provide consistently successful CT images. The 
“methanol method” and the “hot ethanol method” are based on Metscher (2009). The 
“Heat shock to Heptane to Methanol Method” (HSHM Method)” is based on Santos et 
al. (2013). 
 
Fixation method one – Methanol 
Every 24 hours, starting at time 0 when the eggs were initially oviposited, 
approximately 20 tick eggs were placed directly into a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube filled with 
100% methanol using a paintbrush. This was done for 33 days, until all collected eggs 
had hatched. Tubes were stored at -20˚C. 
 
Fixation method two – Hot ethanol 
Similar to the method described above, 20 eggs were collected every 24 hrs for 
33 days and transferred to an Eppendorf tube using a paintbrush. Each tube was filled 
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with 70% ethanol and placed in a beaker with water at 60˚C.  The tubes containing 70% 
ethanol and 20 eggs were kept at this temperature for 1 minute. After that tubes were 
stored at -20˚C. 
 
Fixation method three – HSHM Method 
For each 24 hr time period, starting from time 0 until egg hatch, approximately 20 
eggs were placed in a glass petri dish (Pyrex®) on a reciprocal shaker (Lab-Line; Model 
3506) for 8 min with a solution containing 1.5% hypochlorite and 5% sodium carbonate 
and washed with distilled water 10 times. Using a fine paint brush, eggs were 
transferred into a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube filled with distilled water, inserted into a 
floating tube raft, and placed into a beaker, on a hot plate, containing water at 90˚C for 2 
min. Immediately after, the Eppendorf tube was placed on ice for 2 min. The eggs were 
transferred, using a fine paintbrush, to a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube containing a 1:1 
heptane and 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 1:1). The tube 
was mixed at 10 0 rpm for 45 min at room temperature. The bottom phase, which 
contained the paraformaldehyde solution was removed and one part 100% methanol 
was added to the tube. The tube was then vigorously shaken for 2 min. Eggs at the 
bottom of the tube should have lost their chorion through this procedure, exposing only 
the embryos (Santos et al. 2013). These eggs were removed, washed three times with 
100% methanol, and placed into a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube filled with 100% methanol. 





The day prior to CT-scanning, half of the eggs, from a specific day and 
preparation procedure, were stained by transferring the eggs into a 1.5 mL Eppendorf 
tube filled with the same solution in which they were fixed (i.e., methanol or ethanol) and 
dissolved iodine. Iodine was selected as the stain because in addition to its lesser 
toxicity compared to other stains, it has been found to be easy to work with and 
ultimately produces high-contrast X-ray images on a diverse set of soft tissues 
(Metscher 2009). 
 Eggs were stained overnight at -20˚C. To evaluate the best method for 
scanning, I scanned ticks and compared ticks at 15% DT (5 days after oviposition), 48% 
DT (16 days after oviposition), and 100% DT (just before eclosion, 33 days after egg 
hatch) of their development. These development points were chosen to represent early, 
mid and late development and to determine which method is best for CT scanning 
throughout complete embryonic development. 
 Eggs were scanned using the Xradia Bio MicroCT (MicroXCT-400, Carl Zeiss, 
California, USA) in the Imaging Group of the Beckman Institute at University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign. The eggs were scanned by filling a clear 100 µL pipette tip with the 
alcohol (methanol or ethanol; no iodine) that the egg was fixed in and plugging the tip 
with dental wax. One tick egg was removed from the alcohol/iodine solution using a fine 
paint brush and placed into the pipette tip. Once the egg sank to the bottom of the tip 
and was resting on the wax inside of the pipette tip, this tip was placed inside of another 
100 µL pipette tip and the position of the inner tip was held in place using dental wax 
(Figure 2.1).This vessel was placed into a sample chuck supplied with the Xradia Bio 
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MicroCT scanner. This chuck allowed the vessel to be held vertically during scanning. 
The samples were scanned using the 10x objective lens, a voltage of 30kV and power 
of 6 Watts. The samples were positioned 9 mm from the detector and 28 mm from the 
source. Each egg was scanned from -180˚ to 180˚ and one image was taken for every 
third of a degree totaling to 1,080 images taken per scan. Noise for each scan was kept 
to a minimum, while ensuring high resolution, by using an exposure time of 5 
s/projection. 
 
Image reconstruction and scan visualization 
Scans were reconstructed using TXM Reconstructor software (Xradia). Each 
reconstruction, both 3D images and cross-section images, were obtained and exported 
as PNG files using TXM 3D Viewer software (Xradia). Images were cropped and 
arranged using Photoshop CC (Adobe). 
 
Full embryonic development visualization 
The method that yielded the best images of embryos, when considering factors 
such as cost, time, and consistency for visualizing was determined to be fixation method 
2 – hot ethanol (see Results). I subsequently used this method and the visualization and 
reconstruction steps described above to study full embryonic development at each 24-hr 
interval starting at 0 hrs and continuing until egg hatch. At each development time point, 
one egg was scanned. External and internal tick structures were identified and named 




Fixation Method Evaluation 
At 15% DT both the hot ethanol and the HSHM method resulted in external 
images of eggs of similar quality (Figure 2.2). The HSHM method did provide more 
visible details of the internal embryonic structures (Figure 2.2). Contrary to the Santos et 
al. (2016) findings when using the HSHM method on R. microplus, this preparation did 
not yield a successful removal of the egg chorion. The methanol method did not yield 
equivalent resolutions (compared to the other methods) for niether the external nor the 
internal imaging at 15% DT (Figure 2.2). 
At 48% DT I found that overall the hot ethanol and HSHM methods to be 
comparable for both external and internal imaging (Figure 2.3). The preparation for the 
HSHM Method did not yield a successful removal of the egg chorion. The methanol 
method did not yield equivalent resolutions (compared to the other methods) for the 
external nor the internal imaging at 48% DT (Figure 2.3). 
 At 100% DT, all three methods yielded comparable quality 3D images (Figure 
2.4). The hot ethanol method yielded the most detailed images of internal structures 
compared to the other two fixation methods (Figure 2.4). Even at this late stage, the 
preparation for the HSHM method did not yield a successful removal of the egg chorion. 
 The hot ethanol method was determined to yield the best images of both internal 
and external embryo structures throughout embryonic development at acceptable 
monetary cost and time investment. This method was therefore used to study 
embryonic tick development in more detail.  
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Embryonic Tick Development 
The total embryonic development time for eggs reared at 24˚C, 99% RH and 
15:9 L:D was 33 days, resulting in a total of 35 scans including 0%DT and a scan of an 
emerged larval tick (Appendices A.1–A.36). I designated egg oviposition as 0% DT (all 
subsequent developmental changes described below are shown in Figure 2.5). 
Between 0 and 27% DT, there were no observable differences in development of 
external and internal structures. At 27% DT, segmental grooves (Sg) started to become 
visible in the embryo. Five distinct podosoma limb bud (Lb) formations are visible at 
30% DT, and continue to differentiate. Podosomal limb buds have further differentiated 
by 33% DT. It is also at this point that four limbs (L1-4) and chelicerae (Ch) became 
visible. The second appendage (L1) appeared to have budded appendage arising from 
it, which after further development become pedipalps (P). Additionally, a growth zone 
(Gz), an area defined as a region of high cell density, formed on the center dorsal side. 
Also at 33% DT, the ventral furrow (Vf) became apparent. Podosoma limb buds further 
differentiate at 36% DT, specifically, seven distinct podosoma limb buds elongated and 
the growth zone retracted from the dorsal side to the ventral side. By 42% DT, the legs 
elongated and the capitulum appendages (see below) became distinct from the legs. 
The second appendage which previously had a budded appendage now had separated 
into the pedipalps (P) and the first pair of legs (L1). It is also at this time, when individual 
parts of the capitulum (pedipalps (P), hypostome (H), and chelicerae (Ch)) became all 
distinct, if not fully developed, and the growth zone was no longer apparent. Also at 
42% DT the scutum (Sc) was distinct and the anal pore (Ap) became apparent. Overall, 
between 30% DT and 42% DT, the embryo underwent major limb development, but 
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limbs did not differentiable until the tick reached 42% DT. Contents of the rectal sac 
(Rs) became apparent at 52% DT and at 55% DT the capitulum was completely distinct 
from the rest of the body. At 64% DT, hypostome and chelicerae were no longer 
distinguishable. It is at this point in development where the Haller’s organ (HO) became 
visible, the tarsal claws (T) became distinct, and the primordia of the fourth pair of legs 
disappeared. Dorsal closure was completed by 80% DT and this was the point where 
the tick did not appear to undergo any more major changes in terms of external 
development other than increasing in overall size and the legs elongating. The legs 
ceased elongation after the tick reached 88% DT.  
 
DISCUSSION 
The hot ethanol method was the easiest to use, most cost-effective, least time-
consuming and most consistent fixation method of three procedures. The methanol 
method was not consistent in yielding successful scans and often required more than 
one scan to image the tick embryo properly. In some cases, the HSHM method did 
provide slightly more detailed images than the hot ethanol method. A possible benefit of 
the HSHM method would have been chorion removal as was found by Santos et al. 
(2016) when this method was used on eggs of R. microplus. However, the additional 
steps of the HSHM Methods did not result in I. scapularis chorion removal, making the 
time and cost of this method in terms of preparing samples much higher than for either 
the hot ethanol or methanol method. The failure of egg chorion removal can be due to 
the differences in chorion surface components, such as a thicker wax layer, for I 
scapularis.  
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I determined that microCT imaging was very successful in providing clear images 
of external structures, but less so for internal imaging of the ticks. Although there are 
some distinctions between the cells in the podosoma and the opisthosoma and a clear 
indication of the location of the rectal sac, the cross-sections did not reveal much more 
detail of internal structures that transmission electron microscopy would likely provide. 
The only other tick with its embryogenesis process completely documented is R. 
microplus (Santos et al. 2013). Excluding the overall development time, which is 
variable between tick species, I found that the embryogenesis processes of both I. 
scapularis and R. microplus were aligned. Santos et al. (2013) showed that at 29% DT 
segmental grooves begin to show in R. microplus. compared to 27% DT in I. scapularis 
(presented herein).  At 65% DT the fourth legs disappear, and tarsal claws become 
evident in R. microplus. compared to 64% DT in I. scapularis. Unfortunately, because 
the Santos et al. (2013) paper did not document every time point in R. microplus 
development, I was unable to compare all of my I. scapularis embryonic developmental 
observations to those in R. microplus. For instance, the Haller’s organ arises at 64% DT 
in I. scapularis but the Santos et al (2013) does not show when the sensory organ first 
becomes visible in R. microplus, presumably between 60-70% DT.  
Pressesky’s (1952) embryology work does not provide a full timeline of most 
developmental stages of D. andersoni; however, the few that were provided also align 
with my findings. Pressesky (1952) found that at about 31% DT, D. andersoni limb buds 
appear and at 51% DT all four limbs were still present and the capitulum was still 
segmented. This almost exactly paralleled my findings with I. scapularis (30% DT and 
52% DT, respectively). 
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When comparing the embryogenesis of I. scapularis to other documented 
Arachnids such as the spiders Cupiennius salei (American wandering spider) (Araneae: 
Ctenidae) or Parasteatoda tepidariorum (cobweb spider) (Araneae: Theridiidae) there is 
a clear lack of overlap in the middle and late developmental stages. During spider 
development two sets of limbs buds formed – the prosomal limb buds and the 
opisthosomal limb buds (Mittmann and Wolff 2012, Wolff and Hilbrant 2011). In I. 
scapularis I only observe the development of podosomal limb buds, which are 
homologous to prosomal limb buds in spiders. Additionally, spiders undergo multiple 
inversion steps during which the tissue begins to rearrange itself around the yolk mass 
and incorporates it into the embryo (Wolff and Hilbrant 2011). This process during 
spider development is visible using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and although I 
did not use SEM to image my tick embryos, CT-scanning should still allow me to view 
this process as it is visible externally. However, I did not observe these inversion steps 
in I. scapularis. Spider embryos begin to further differentiate the opisthosoma and 
prosoma; since ticks do not have a distinct opisthosoma and podosoma, their 
development can no longer be compared to embryonic development of spiders beyond 
this developmental stage. 
The research presented here fills a large gap in the understanding of tick 
development. Not only does it provide vital information concerning embryogenesis of a 
medically important disease vector, but also it provides a baseline of I. scapularis 
development that is essential for future molecular and genetic studies. With the recently 
published I. scapularis genome and this work, it is now possible to correlate structural 
embryonic stages with gene expression patterns and genes responsible for tick 
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development. My embryogenesis work can also be used as a reference for how abiotic 
and biotic factors affect development of the tick. All these types of basic molecular, 
physiological and ecological studies are important if we hope to decrease, through 














Figure 2.2: Comparison of fixation methods for tick eggs at 15% DT. Left images are 
3D renderings of the dorsal side of the tick embryos and center images are 3D 
renderings of the anterior view of the tick embryos. Far right images are cross-sections 





Figure 2.3: Comparison of fixation methods for tick eggs at 48% DT. Left images are 
3D renderings of the dorsal side of the tick embryos and center images are 3D 
renderings of the anterior view of the tick embryos. Far right images are cross-sections 





Figure 2.4: Comparison of fixation methods for tick eggs at 100% DT; just prior to 
eclosion. Left images are 3D renderings of the dorsal side of the tick embryos and 
center images are 3D renderings of the anterior view of the tick embryos. Far right 




Figure 2.5: Highlighted developmental points of I. scapularis embryos. The percentages 
on the left indicate the percent of development time of the embryo. The lateral, anterior, 
dorsal, and ventral images are all external view-points of the embryos throughout 
development and the final column provides a cross-section showing the median plane 
of the tick at the designated development point. Abbreviations: Ap: anal pore, Ch: 
chelicerae, Gz: Growth zone, H: hypostome, HO: Haller’s organ, L1-4: four limbs, L1: 
second appendage, Lb: podosoma limb buds, P: pedipalps, Rs: rectal sac, Sc: scutum, 
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CHAPTER 3: NEUROLOGICAL INSIGHTS INTO THE HALLER’S ORGAN OF 
IXODES SCAPULARIS (ACARI: IXODIDAE) 
 
ABSTRACT 
The black-legged tick, Ixodes scapularis (Ixodida, Ixodidae), is one of the major 
disease vectors in the United States and due to multiple human impact factors, such as 
decreasing forest size for land development and climate change, it has expanded its 
range and established across the United States. Throughout the life cycle, ticks locate 
hosts for their blood-meal and although the ecologies of these ticks and their hosts have 
been studied in depth, the sensory physiology behind host location has been neglected. 
The objectives for this study were to identify and describe the neurons associated with 
the Haller’s organ of I. scapularis and to conduct electrophysiological studies to 
determine what host odors the organ can detect. Additionally, I used the odors that the 
electrophysiology studies revealed could be detected to conduct choice test assays to 
determine if ticks find the odors attractive or repellent.  
The neurons of the I. scapularis Haller’s organ were visualized using two 
methods: neuron dying with the carboycyanine dye DiI and by using transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM). Electrophysiological assays were conducted using both an 
electrolegogram, which records neuron activity from the whole leg of a tick, and single-
unit recordings which record neuron activity from a single sensory sensillium. Tick 
choice assays were conducted using a two-way olfactometer.  
Through the neuron visualization methods, I identified neurons that are likely 
associated with the Haller’s organ of I. scapularis. Although the electrolegogram assays 
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were unsuccessful, I was able to record neuron activity from a single sensillum within 
the capsule aperture of the Haller’s organ of an adult female. This single unit recording 
revealed that this sensillum was able to detect nine different phenols. Finally, the choice 
assays using a two-way olfactometer indicated that these ticks find a 10 µg/µL dilution 
of p-methylphenol to be repellent. Overall, this study contributes to our understanding of 
I. scapularis tick neurophysiology and provides insight into how this tick finds its hosts. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Ticks use chemical cues to locate their host (Carr et al. 2017, Syed 2015). 
Knowing how these cues are received and integrated by ticks will help us understand 
their role in the tick’s life cycle and aid in maximizing the effectiveness of management 
strategies. Ticks employ an organ located on their forelegs called the Haller’s organ as 
their primary sensory structure (Nuttall et al. 1908). The tick’s forelegs therefore function 
similarly to insect antennae. However, unlike insect antennae, which have been 
described and studied in depth (e.g., Leal et al 2013, Kohl et al 2015, Fleisher et al 
2018), the Haller’s organ has been less well characterized. It was recently found that 
the forelegs of the Ixodes scapularis (Ixodidae), the black-legged tick, contain a variety 
of gustatory and ionotropic receptors (Josek et al. 2018), which may be used to detect 
their hosts such as white-tailed deer (Cervidae, irginianus), white-footed mice 
(Cricetidae, leucopus), chipmunks (Sciuridae, Tamia), or raccoons ( Procyonidae, lotor; 
LoGiudice 2003, Bishopp and Trembley 1954). Because I. scapularis prefers different 
hosts during different life stages (Keesing et al. 2009, LoGiudice et al. 2003, Schulze et 
al. 1986, Bishopp & Trembley 1945), i.e., the adult stage prefers larger host animals 
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such as the white-tailed deer (Schulze et al. 1986, Bishopp & Trembley 1945), they 
have to be capable of detecting a variety of odors (Allan 2010). Despite the role of 
semiochemicals (behavior-modifying chemicals) emitted by hosts, in guiding 
hematophagous arthropods such as the black-legged tick to their blood meal (Maekawa 
et al. 2011, Taneja et. al. 1995), there is little research done identifying the chemicals I. 
scapularis can detect. 
The volatile semiochemicals that hematophagous arthropods respond to are 
detected through specialized sensory neurons of the olfactory system, which in the case 
of ticks, is located in the forelegs. These neurons are likely associated with the Haller’s 
organ and extend from this sensory organ to the olfactory lobes in the synganglion 
(Chow & Lin 1972, Menezes, 2017, Šimo et al. 2009). The anatomy of the Haller’s 
organ innervation is not well studied. Previous studies describe the central and 
peripheral nervous system of various ticks through the use of visualizing agents such as 
fluorescent dyes like tetramethylrhodamine (Amblyomma sculptum, Menezes 2017), 
neuropeptide immunostaining (Rhipicephalus appendiculatus, Šimo et al. 2009) or more 
traditional stains such as methylene blue (A. maculatum, A.tuberculatum and Argas 
radiatus, Chow & Lin 1972, Obenchain & Oliver 1976). In only Menezes (2017) was the 
focus on Haller’s organ innervation. Haller’s organ innervation in the medically important 
species I. scapularis has not yet been studied. 
Semiochemicals elicit a behavioral response from the tick by reacting with the 
chemoreceptors on olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) that innervate the Haller’s organ. 
Traditionally two main experimental methods have been used in insects to determine 
the range of chemicals that activate these ORNs: electroantennography (EAG) and 
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single sensillum recording (SSR). EAG has successfully been employed to study other 
disease vectors such as mosquitoes (Costantini et al. 2001), stable flies (Schofield, et 
al. 1995), and tsetse flies (Voskamp et al. 1998). This technique has also been used as 
an electrolegogram for non-antennal bearing arthropods such as whip spiders 
(Amblypygids) which primarily use their legs as sensory structures (Hebets & Chapman 
2000). Such EAG-like studies have not been done on ticks, to my knowledge.  
Gas-chromatography-coupled electrophysiological recordings can be used to 
obtain SSR that are directly tied to specific odors (Syed 2016). SSR are performed by 
placing an electrode in a single sensillum of a sensory organ and then exposing it to a 
volatile chemical. Any change in ORN activity implies that the sensillum reacts to a 
chemical. If a chemical elicits no response, then it is not likely detected by that sensillum 
(but see Jacob, 2018 for a more nuanced analysis of EAG and SUR techniques). This 
procedure has been used to study specific odor responses of the Haller’s organ sensilla 
in Ixodes ricinus (Leonovich 2004), Amblyomma variegatum (Scuellet and Guerin 
1992a, b; 1994a, b), and Boophilus microplus (De Bruyne & Guerrin, 1994). The 
responses of individual sensilla within the Haller’s organ of I. scapularis have not been 
characterized. It has been hypothesized that sensory sensilla within the pit of the 
Haller’s organ of A. americanum are used to sense humidity (Foelix & Axtell 1972). 
Stuellet and Guerin (1992a, b; 1994a, b) found that the sensilla within the capsule 
aperture of the Haller’s organ of Amblyomma variegatum detect host odors and carbon 
dioxide. Receptor cells in B. microplus detect sex pheromones (De Bruyne & Guerrin, 
1994). Because different tick species utilize different hosts, and thus may rely on 
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different semiochemicals released by hosts, the response-eliciting odors for one tick 
species may not elicit the same response in another tick species. 
Since electrophysiological studies can only determine if an organism can detect 
an odor, these studies are frequently paired with behavioral bioassays in order to 
determine if individual ticks find these odors attractive or repellent, and if this detection 
elicits a behavioral response. For instance, using SSR, Leonovich (2004) determined 
that the chemoreceptors associated with the Haller’s organ of I. ricinus were capable of 
detecting a variety of phenols and lactones, and subsequently conducted a bioassay 
revealing that I. ricinus would display host-finding behavior when exposed to these 
chemicals up to 11 m away.  
In this thesis chapter, I attempt to visualize the neurons innervating the Haller’s 
organ of I. scapularis, and to study the responses of the ORNs within the Haller’s organ 
to potential host semiochemicals. I studied the electrophysiological responses of the 
chemoreceptors, as well the response of individual sensilla within the Haller’s organ, to 
determine what odors the sensilla can detect. I hypothesized that chemicals associated 
with host odors would elicit responses from the Haller’s organ and would result in a 
behavioral response. Overall, this neurophysiological study of a medically important tick 
species will improve our understanding of the Haller’s organ, its sensory functionality, 





Ticks and Tick Maintenance 
 Ixodes scapularis ticks were obtained from the Oklahoma State University tick 
rearing facility and from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for distribution 
by BEI Resources, NIAID, NIH (NR-42510). Ticks were kept in 1 oz plastic Dixie® cups 
with a plastic lid at 22±2˚C and 15:9 h light/dark cycle. A 1 x 2 cm piece of damp paper 
towel was added daily into the cup to ensure 99% humidity levels in the cups. Only adult 
female ticks were used in experiments.  
 
Neuron Visualization 
DiI-labeling: Neurons leading to and from the Haller’s organ were visualized by 
fluorescently labeling neurons in the tick legs with the carbocyanine dye DiI, and 
imaging the stained neurons using confocal microscopy (Kim et al. 2007). Since tick 
legs are not initially sclerotized after they molt to the adult stage, blood-fed nymphs 
were the initial stage used for this study. The absence of sclerotization renders the 
cuticle transparent and therefore allows for neurons to be easily visible. Nymphs were 
checked daily to monitor molting. Once ticks began molting into the adult stage, female 
ticks were identified and adhered with their ventral side down to a piece of double-sided 
carpet tape (The Home Depot, USA) and placed on a microscope slide as depicted in 
Figure 3.1. The front legs of the ticks were carefully placed on the tape with the Haller’s 
organ facing up.  
Using a Leica microscope (Model MZ12.5) and a glass-insulated Tungsten 
microelectrode (Kation Scientific LLC, Minneapolis, MN) the largest sensillum in the 
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capsule aperture was punctured. The lower portion of the alloscutum, between the 3
rd
 
and 4th legs, was transversely cut and removed from each tick with a razor blade 
(Figure 3.1). The tick preparation was placed in a glass petri dish (Pyrex®) and 
submerged in 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The petri dish 
was gently agitated to remove air bubbles and stored at 4°C overnight. Subsequently, 
the tick preparation slide was rinsed 5x for 10min with PBS, blotted dry with a Kimwipe 
(©Kimberly-Clark) and left to dry for 1min. A micropipette was used to place 1µl of DiI 
(Biotium, cat. no. 60010) dissolved in 100% ethanol on to the punctured sensilla. The 
dye was allowed to dry for 1min. The slide was placed back into a glass petri dish 
(Pyrex®) and a small piece of G-U-M® unscented dental wax (Sunstar®) was placed 
under the slide to keep at an angle with the cut portion of the tick’s alloscutum closest to 
the bottom of the petri dish. PBS was added to the petri dish so that the exposed 
section of the alloscutum was immersed, but the dye-filled sensilla were not. The petri 
dish was then covered with aluminum foil and left undisturbed for 2 days. For 
visualization, ticks were gently removed from the tape and placed individually on a 
Premier® concave slide; a small drop of PBS was added before placing a coverslip on 
the slide. Legs were viewed using a Nikon Eclipse microscope (Model 3600) and a 
fluorescent source (Chiu Technical Corporation; Mercury-100W). Images were taken 
using a Spot Insight camera and its accompanying software (Diagnostic Instruments, 
Inc., Sterling Heights, MI). These images were then assembled using Photoshop™  
(Adobe Inc., San Jose, CA). 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM): Newly molted adult female ticks 
were placed in a glass petri dish containing sterile Grace's insect culture medium 
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(Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Carlsbad, CA). Using a dissecting microscope and 
a razor blade, the front legs of each tick were cut at the tip of the most distal portion of 
the terminal tarsus (just before the Haller’s organ), between the 2nd and 3rd leg 
segment and between the coxa and trochanter. Each leg was left in two pieces and the 
tip of the terminal tarsus was discarded. Leg sections were immediately fixed in 0.5% 
paraformaldehyde and 2.5% glutaraldehyde dissolved in a rinse buffer of 0.1 M 
cacodylate (pH 7.4) containing 0.18 mM CaCl2 and 0.58 mM sucrose and stored at 4˚C 
for 2 weeks. Subsequently, the leg tissues were washed three times with rinse buffer 
and transferred to a secondary fixative containing 2% osmium tetroxide dissolved in 
rinse buffer for 4 hours. The tissues were washed again using rinse buffer and gradually 
dehydrated in a graded ethanol series. Once in 100% ethanol, the tissues were 
transferred to propylene oxide and infiltrated with mixtures of propylene oxide and resin. 
Finally, the tissues were embedded in pure LX112 resin. To confirm that samples were 
successfully prepared for TEM, semi-thin sections for light microscopy were mounted on 
glass slides and stained with 0.5% toluidine blue in 1% borax. As described in Nardi et 
al. (2009), ultrathin sections of the tissues were mounted on nickel grids and stained 
briefly with saturated aqueous uranyl acetate and Luft’s lead citrate to enhance contrast. 
Images were taken with a Hitachi 600 transmission electron microscope operating at 75 
kV (Materials Research Laboratory, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). 
 
Electrophysiology 
Stimuli A set of natural and synthetic stimuli were tested. I used deer preorbital 
gland extracts (Jackies Deer Lures®), deer tarsal gland extracts (Harmon Scents®), 
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deer interdigital gland extracts (Harmon Scents®) and White-tailed deer fur extracts 
using recently trimmed white-tailed deer in hexane. Synthetic CO2 was obtained from 
Airgas, USA. In addition to natural extracts and CO2, synthetic mixtures (phenol mixes, 
acid mixes, aldehyde mixes, and alcohol mixes; all potential host semiochemicals) were 
tested (Table 3.1). Each of the phenol mixes contained phenol, and three alkyl phenols 
(methyl-, ethyl- and propylphenol). Phenol mixture 1, 2 and 3 denote each mixture 
composed of phenol and three alkyl phenols in ortho, meta or para configurations 
respectively. The stimuli, unless otherwise mentioned, were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (St Louis, MO) and were all above 98% pure.  
Stimulation Initially the natural extract, CO2 and synthetic mixtures were 
screened at least three times on a given tick preparation. A SSR recording lasted for 10 
s consisting of 1-s pre-stimulus period, a 500ms pulse of the odor, and 8.5 s of the post-
stimulus recording. Odors that elicited an increase in the spontaneous activity of the 
ORNs inside a sensillum were further resolved by GC-SSR (above). This whole 
procedure was repeated with three starved females. 
Electrolegograms: Adult female ticks were prepared for neurophysiological 
recordings using four distinct methods (Figure 3.2; see Olsson and Hansson, 2013, 
Hebets and Chapman, 2000).  
Method 1. Tick was mounted on a microscope slide using double-sided carpet tape, 
the tarsal claw from the first (front) leg was removed with a razor blade to prevent 
false positive recordings caused by tarsal claw movement. The body of the tick 
was cut with a razor along the transverse plane, between the front two legs and 
the back two legs. Then a drop of Ringer’s solution was placed so that it covered 
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and surrounded the cut portion of the tick’s body, but was not in contact with the 
leg where the tarsal claw had been removed (Figure 3.2B-1). One pulled-glass 
recording electrode was placed over the cut claw and one pulled-glass ground 
electrode was placed in the Ringer’s solution droplet.  
Method 2. The second method was similar to the first method, but instead of 
removing the tarsal claw, a larger section of the tip of the first leg was cut using a 
razor blade (Figure 3.2B-2). Care was taken to leave the Haller’s organ intact 
and enough leg tip area remained for the Haller’s organ to not be covered by the 
recording electrode. Removal of the tip of the tarsi allows for increased contact 
between internal tissue and electrode.  
Method 3. The first leg was removed by cutting the leg at the coxa and trochanter 
intersection. The tarsal claw from this leg was then removed with a razor blade. 
The leg was carefully mounted to a slide using double-sided carpet tape. Care 
was taken to ensure that the terminal leg segment with the Haller’s organ did not 
come into contact with the tape. A drop of Ringer’s solution was placed so that it 
covered and surrounded the proximal side of the leg but was not in contact with 
the leg where the tarsal claw was removed (Figure 3.2B-3). One pulled-glass 
recording electrode was placed over the cut claw and one pulled-glass ground 
electrode was placed in a Ringer’s solution in contact with the proximal side of 
the leg.  
Method 4. The fourth preparation method was similar to the third, but the tip of the 
front leg was cut using a razor, instead of removing just the tarsal claw. This 
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sectioning left the Haller’s organ intact and allowed enough room for the Haller’s 
organ to not be covered by the recording electrode (Figure 3.2B-4). 
 
For each of these methods, the pulled glass electrodes used were filled with 
Ringer’s solution and fitted with 0.2mm gold wires and connected to an intracellular 
amplifier. Electrophysiology recordings were obtained and digitized using Axon Digidata 
1550A plus HumSilencer (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA) and accompanying 
computer software. After the tick was prepared for recording, humidified air was directed 
over the Haller’s organ of the leg. This airflow was connected to a solenoid switch which 
allowed the airflow to instantaneously switch from the control of only humified air to 
humified air plus an odor. Odors tested were carbon dioxide, deer preorbital gland 
extracts, deer interdigital gland extracts, deer tarsal gland extracts, lactic acid, and 
octane. Because no trials resulted in a successful recording, no statistical analyses 
were conducted for this method.  
Single Sensillum Recordings (SSR) and Gas Chromatography linked SSR 
(GC-SSR): Electrophysiological activity from the ORNs to the biologically active 
constituent odorants was evaluated by SSR, and GC-lined SSR (GC-SSR) method 
(Syed 2016; Steullet and Guerin, 1994). Ticks were immobilized on ice. Adult females 
were mounted on a microscope slide using double-sided carpet tape ventral side down. 
The body was placed on the tape first and then, using forceps, legs were spread on the 
tape. The forelegs were stretched forward and the Haller’s organ for each leg was 
facing up. The tick was subsequently completely covered, except for the front two pairs 
of legs, in G-U-M
®
 unscented dental wax (Sunstar Americas, Inc., USA) (Figure 3.3). 
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The tip of the second leg on the right side of the tick was excised with surgical 
microscissors (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) and connected with an 
indifferent electrode. Electrodes contained chloridized silver wires in drawn-out glass 
capillaries filled with 0.1% KCl and 0.5% polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) (Sigma-Aldrich, 
USA). The tick preparation with the ground electrode impaled and held in position 
(Scheidler, Liu et al. 2015) was moved to a high magnification microscope (Olympus 
BX51WI) and a recording electrode was maneuvered with a MPM-10 Piezo Translator 
(World Precision Instruments, USA) to make a firm contact with the wall pore (wp) 
sensillum found in the capsule aperture of the Haller’s organ (Josek et al. 2017; Figure 
3.4A). 
Signals were amplified and directly recorded using a 16-bit analogue-digital 
IDAC4-USB box (Syntech, Germany) via a high-impedance (>10
12
 Ω) preamplifier and 
recorded on the hard disk of a PC. Recordings were analyzed with the software 
AutoSpike V3.9 (Syntech). AC signals (APs or spikes) were band-pass filtered between 
100 and 10,000 Hz, and for the DC signals (receptor potentials/sensillum potentials 
[SPs]), a high filter of 3 kHz was used. Low-pass filter was set for DC. The activity of co-
located ORNs in a sensillum can be assessed based on differences in spike amplitude 
and frequency. However, in this work, I report the activity in terms of percent activity 
change that represents sum of the spikes generated from all the ORNs in the sensillum 
upon stimulation.   
Resolved odor constituents from the GC column were added into the flow. GC-
SSR was performed on a GC-7890 Agilent Gas Chromatogram equipped with a HP-
5MS column (30 m, 0.25 mm; 0.25 µm; Agilent Technologies) and connected with a 
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transfer line and a temperature control unit from Syntech, Germany. Effluents from the 
capillary column were split into two fractions. One was to the continuous airflow bathing 
the sensilla. The other fraction was directed to the flame ionization detector in a 2:1 
ratio. Later, extracts were injected onto the comparable column in an Agilent 5975C 
Series GC/MS with Triple-Axis Detector. Chemical were identified by matching spectra   
with those in the NIST 2008 MS library, Kovat’s Retention Indices (KI), and confirming 
the biological activity by GC-SSR. The program for GC-SSR and GC-MS was the same: 
starting at 50˚C holding for 1 minute then ramping 10˚C/minute to 300˚C followed by a 
hold of 5 minutes. Flow was 3 ml/min for GC-SSR and it was 1 ml/min for MS. 
In order to determine the change in the signal after exposure to the odor, we first 
determined the delay in odor exposure or the time it takes the odor to travel from GC-
EAD to the tick. The delay time was used to set a time period to count action potentials 
prior to stimulation and then again to count action potentials during stimulation. The 
percent changes in spike rates were then calculated. Analyses and graphical 
representations of these data were created using the packages “stats”,“dplyr”, “tidyr”, 
“Rmisc”, and “ggplot” in R version 3.5.1 (R core team, 2017) within Rstudio environment 
version 1.1.463 (Rstudio Team, 2016). Data collected were first checked for normality 
with the Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965). A pairwise t-test with a 
Holm p-adjustment method (Holm, 1979) was used to determine if the percent changes 





Behavioral Choice Tests 
The behavioral choice test assay was created using aspects of vector choice 
assays conducted by van Duijvendijk et al. (2010), Nana et al. (2010), and Dekker et al. 
(2002). For the assays, a two-way olfactometer was designed and fabricated using laser 
cut acrylic (Figure 3.5). Air entered the olfactometer through two separate points each at 
a flow rate of 40mL/min and was pulled out using a vacuum at 80mL/min. Air was 
pushed into and out of the olfactometer using a the portable PVAS22 Volatile Assay 
System (Rensselaer, New York, USA). Each air flow tube had a cloth mesh preventing 
ticks from entering the tubes. Prior to entering the olfactometer, the air was humidified 
by drawing the air through a 150mL Erlenmeyer flask partially filled with dH2O; on the 
experimental side air also passed through a vial containing a 4 x 1cm piece of filter 
paper treated with test solutions. I tested all the alkyl constituents from the three phenol 
mixtures that consistently elicited excitation from the ORNs in the Haller’s organ 
sensilla. A 0.5 mL of the phenol mixture (at 10, 100 or 1000x dilution, represented here 
as -1, -2 and -3 dilutions, respectively) was used as test stimuli. Since the phenol 
solutions were diluted using ethanol, I also tested 100% ethanol applied to filter paper 
as control.  
For each trial, four starved adult ticks were randomly selected and allowed 1 min 
in the olfactometer stem to acclimate. Ticks then were given a maximum of 3 minutes to 
make a choice. Ticks were observed for both activation or the starting of questing and 
for making a choice between odors. A tick was considered to make a choice after 
passing a designated line placed on each branch of the olfactometer (Figure 3.5A).  
This was repeated until a total of twenty trials, totaling 40 males and 40 females, were 
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conducted. Ticks were allowed 1hr to rest between trials and were never used more 
than 3 times per day to avoid fatigue. Overall, ticks were only used once per treatment 
type to avoid pseudoreplication and used for a total of 11 different treatment types (3 
different phenols at 3 different concentrations, ethanol, and control (air)). Treatments 
and olfactory orientation were randomized and the olfactometer was rinsed with 100% 
ethanol and allowed to dry for 30 min between trials.  
Data were analyzed using the ‘stats’ and ‘FSA’ packages in R version 3.5.1 (R 
core team, 2017) within Rstudio environment version 1.1.463 (Rstudio Team, 2016) in 
order to determine if there were differences in overall activity, if any choice was made 
(towards either side) versus no choice being made. Data were checked for normality 
using the Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965). A Kruskal–Wallis Rank 
Sum Test (Kruskal and Wallis, 1952) was used to check differences within the means of 
samples. Pairwise comparisons were made using a Dunn test (Dunn 1961) and Holm p-
adjustment method (Holm, 1979). A Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Wilcoxon, 1945) with 
Holm p-adjustment method (Holm, 1979) was used in order to compare tick choice for 




The DiI successfully dyed the neurons connected to the Haller’s organ (Figure 
3.6). Neurons are located within the center portions of the foreleg as visualized by 
transmission electron microscopy (Figures 3.7, 3.8). Proximal foreleg sections have a 
large bundle of neurons located within the center of the legs (Figure 3.7). More distal 
foreleg sections show multiple, smaller, bundles of neurons (Figure 3.8). Proximal 
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foreleg sections also showed a previously undescribed structure within the cuticle of the 
foreleg (Figure 3.9). Neurons appear to extend from the epidermis outward towards the 
epicuticle. Throughout the tick’s foreleg endocuticle there are holes, but their function is 
unknown (Figure 3.9B). 
 
Electrolegograms 
 We were unable to obtain any successful recordings using the 4 different leg 
preparations for the whole-mount single leg recordings. We found that the 
mechanoreceptors found on the legs, those sensors not associated with the Haller’s 
organ, were extremely sensitive and were capable of detecting a change in air flow 
when the solenoid switch opened and closed. We attempted to obtain a signal from 
approximately 120 female tick legs or about 20 legs per odor. Each leg was tested at 
least 5 times or until we no longer had any neural activity.  
 
Single Sensillum Recordings 
 The positioning of ticks with our electrode placements (Figure 3.4), captured 
stable and clear electrophysiological activity from the ORNs inside the large sensillum in 
the capsule aperture of the Haller’s organ (Figure 3.10). At least 3 ORNs were clearly 
distinguishable in the sensillum and were spontaneously firing. Our preliminary 
screening revealed a consistent excitatory activity when stimulated with phenol mixes. I 
also found the acid and aldehyde mixtures to occasionally elicit a positive response, but 
these mixtures did not elicit a consistent response (Appendix B.1). Other odors tested 
did not elicit a response (Appendix B.2).  
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Due to the consistent and robust excitation elicited by phenolic mixtures, I 
proceeded with GC-SSR to resolve the mixtures into their constituents and establish the 
physiological activity to each (Figure 3.11). Methylphenols in para and meta 
configurations elicited the strongest responses and were statistically significant in the 
paired t test wherein the summed spike counts in 4 seconds pre-stimulus (preceding the 
onset of excitation due to the eluting peak) were compared with the change in spike 
rates during the 4s into the excitation period resulting from the eluting peak from the 
chromatographic column (Figure 3.12). Ortho-methylphenol inhibited the spontaneous 
frequency. Overall, methyl phenols induced the maximum activity, whereas ethyl- and 
propylphenols in configuration were least active (Figure 3.12). 
 
Behavioral Assays 
Phenols in general did not elicit any robust responses. Overall, a large number of 
ticks were unresponsive in the set-up to tested stimuli. There data were not normally 
distributed (Shapiro-Wilk test, p<0.05). However, Kruskal–Wallis Rank Sum Test 
(Kruskal and Wallis 1952) revealed a "2= 30.05, df = 10, p-value< 0.05 which allowed 
for the Dunn test (Dunn 1961) to be utilized. The pairwise comparisons of overall tick 
activity using the Dunn test revealed that there were no significant differences in overall 
tick behavior (making a choice in general vs not making a choice).  A Wilcoxon signed-
rank test (Wilcoxon 1945) revealed that there was one significant difference in which 
ticks preferred the control side (no odor) over the experimental side (p-methylphenol; 10 




I successfully visualized the sensory neurons associated with the main sensillum 
in the capsule aperture found in the Haller’s organ of I. scapularis. Because DiI has 
been used extensively for anterograde labelling of neurons (Honig and Hume 1989), I 
can say with confidence that the labelling seen in Figure 3.7 is highlighting neurons. 
Chow and Lin (1972) used methylene blue to identify the neurons in the first tarsal 
segment of Amblyomma maculatum, the method using DiI as a fluorescent stain, which 
does not require leg dissection and is less toxic, identified similar neuron traces in the 
first tarsal segment of I. scapularis. A large bundle of neurons is located in the proximal 
portion of the foreleg (Figure 3.7), in more distal portions of the foreleg this larger nerve 
bundle has branched into multiple neuron bundles (Figure 3.8). I therefore conclude that 
neurons originating from the Haller’s organ coalesce proximately in to a large bundle of 
neurons which extends through the coxa. A similar peripheral nervous system 
organization is seen in other tick species, such as Hyalomma dromedarii, Boophilus 
microplus, and Amblyomma tuberculatum (Marzouk et al. 1987, Binnington 1981, 
Obenchain and Oliver 1976) where one large pedal nerve connects from the 
synganglion to the coxa of the tick and then begins to branch throughout the middle of 
the leg.  
The structure identified in Figure 3.9 may also be sensory, based on the neuron 
perforation through the cuticle. Multiple putative external sensory receptors, that may be 
innervated by this internal structure, are located on the proximal front leg (Figure 3.14). 
 The electrolegogram study may not failed because the ticks only have one 
chemosensory structure on their legs. In insect antennae and the legs of whip spiders, 
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chemosensory structures distributed throughout the appendage (Schomann et al. 2008, 
Hebets and Chapman 2000). When multiple chemosensory organs are able to detect a 
semiochemical, the change in neuron activity can be amplified and therefore is more 
easily detectable by the electrolegogram, especially when mechanoreception signals 
interfere. Additionally, because of the small size of the tick legs, even with Ringer’s 
solution, some desiccation may still occur upon removal of the leg or at the site of the 
recording electrode making it difficult to obtain recordings.  
Our experiments present the first successful SSR recordings from I. scapularis. I 
found that the large, wp-sw sensillum in the capsule aperture is able to detect some 
phenols. Similarly, SSR studies by Leonovich (2004) also established that sensilla in the 
Haller’s organ of I. ricinus could detect phenols. However, a different sensillum from wp-
sw was the focus of that study.  The neurophysiological response by I. scapularis adults 
to phenols is significant because this volatile chemical is found in the urine of white-
tailed deer (Jemiolo et al. 1995) one of the main hosts of I. scapularis. The SSR 
response to o-methylphenol is notable as well because that chemical is secreted by a 
variety of mammals belonging to the infraorder Pecora, which includes white-tailed deer 
(Leonovich 2004; Bakke and Figenschou 1983).  
I also found evidence that the wp-sw sensillum in the capsule aperture may be 
able to detect some acids and aldehydes. Because I was not getting a consistent 
response from the sensillum, I suspect that there could be a mix of both inhibitory and 
excitatory stimuli in these chemical blends which may lead to these inconclusive results. 
While the other odors tested did not show a positive response in this particular 
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sensillum, it is still possible that I. scapularis can detect them using other sensilla within 
the Haller’s organ or chemosensory sensilla that surround the Haller’s organ.  
When exposed to p-methylphenol at a concentration of 10 µg/µL, I. scapularis 
exhibited avoidance behavior by moving towards the control side of the olfactometer in 
the behavioral assay. Since I did not see this same behavior with other concentrations 
of p-methylphenol, our data suggests that this is an ideal concentration for these ticks to 
not only detect the odor but to move away from it. One possible reason for this is that p-
methylphenol is a uremic toxin which can be expelled in the urine of animals suffering 
from kidney disease (De Smet et al. 1998, Niwa et al. 1993). The ability to detect this 
toxin may help these ticks avoid latching on to sick animals. However, Carroll (1999) 
suggests that white-tailed deer urine itself may be repellent to black-legged ticks, but 
only under specific conditions. This would be advantageous for deer because deer 
mating season, where deer frequently mark territories with urine (Sauer 1984) and adult 
I. scapularis activity peak at the same time (Gordon 1997, Tick Encounter 2018), 
therefore having a built-in tick repellent may help protect deer against I. scapularis 
during this crucial time (Carrol 1999). 
Insects, including hematophagous insects often require specific blends of 
multiple semiochemicals to find an odor attractive or repulsive (Dekker et al. 2011, 
Dekker et al. 2005), it is possible that some of the other phenols that were tested may 
have attractive or repulsive properties in the presence of additional semiochemicals. 
Overall, these data parallel De Bruyne and Guerin’s (1993) work which emphasizes the 
importance of choice test assays following SSRs. Neurophysiological recordings only 
provide limited information because any positive response, regardless of its strength, 
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cannot indicate how an organism behaviorally reacts (Jacob 2018). Although our SSRs 
revealed strong candidates of semiochemicals that could be used as possible control 
methods for ticks, our choice assays show that most of these semiochemicals were not 
effective at neither attracting nor repelling I. scapularis.  
An interesting future research direction would be to better describe the putative 
sensory structure described in Figure 3.9C, and to determine how it functions in 
conjunction with the Haller’s organ. It is not yet known if this same structure occurs in 
any of the other 6 legs. Additionally, there needs to be more work on identification of 
neurons leading into other legs from the synganglion of I. scapularis. This would help 
improve our understanding of how neurons may be different in legs without a Haller’s 
organ. I showed here that SSR recordings are possible on Haller’s organ sensilla in I. 
scapularis. Future studies using SSRs should focus on using fewer complex stimuli 
mixtures of acids and aldehydes to determine which of these semiochemicals can elicit 
positive responses. Additionally, more SSRs should be conducted on the other sensory 
sensilla of the Haller’s organ to create a complete understanding of what 
semiochemicals these ticks can detect and how those stimuli relate to the hosts they 
seek. These studies should then be followed up with choice assays to determine if 
these semiochemicals actually cause a behavioral response in these ticks. If possible, 
some of these semiochemicals should be combined in mixtures, or with other host cues, 
to determine if ticks only respond to specific semiochemicals in the presence of other 
semiochemicals.  
By studying chemoperception in the Haller’s organ of I. scapularis from multiple 
viewpoints – the neurons associated with it, the odors it can detect and how the tick acts 
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behaviorally to those odors – I have a more complete view of how these ticks are able 
to detect hosts. By working towards an entire understanding of the Haller’s organ we 
are moving forward in our ability to develop management strategies that exploit the 
specific physiology of the medically important I. scapularis, and other tick species. 
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FIGURES AND TABLE 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Diagram of how adult I. scapularis were mounted the carpet tape. The pink 
dashed line represents where the tick was cut, and the faded section represents the 





Figure 3.2: A. Diagram of an intact adult female I. scapularis and the four leg 
preparations for electrolegograms. Tarsal claw is shown in red, tip of the tarsi in purple. 
Arrow points to the approximate location of the Haller’s organ. Same color scheme is 
used in B. Blue oval represents placement of Ringer’s solution. 1) Method 1, tarsus 
removed and body cut across transverse plane; 2) Method 2, distal tip of the terminal 
leg segment cut and body cut across transverse plane; 3) Method 3, tarsus removed, 
leg cut between coxa and trochanter; 4) Method 4, distal tip of the terminal leg segment 




Figure 3.3: Preparation of I. scapularis ticks for SSR. Dental wax, in grey with a solid 
line, completely covered all but the front two pairs of legs. A, the foreleg with the Haller’s 
organ facing up. A represents the leg where the recording electrode was inserted; B, the 
leg in which the ground electrode was inserted. The portion of the tip that was removed 
is the lighter portion of this leg. The blue oval with a dotted line represents the saline 






Figure 3.4: Electrode placement for SUR. (A) Environmental scanning electron 
microscope image of the Haller’s organ of Ixodes scapularis (micrograph methods as in 
Josek, 2017). The arrow shows the sensillum used for recording; (B) View of the 
Haller’s organ and sensillum used for recording prior to electrode placement. The arrow 
shows the sensillum used for recording; (C) View of the of the Haller’s organ and 
sensillum with an electrode placed in the sensillum, during recording. The black arrow 
shows the sensillum used for recording and the yellow arrow with a black boarder is 






Figure 3.5: Two-way olfactometer. (A) schematic representation of the apparatus 
(height 1.9 cm). Arrows represent air flow direction. X represents where ticks were 
introduced into the olfactometer. * on the Erlenmeyer flasks represents where either the 
control or the experimental side was located since the experimental and control sides 
were randomized. Thin black lines in the branches of the olfactometer indicated the 






Figure 3.6: Foreleg of newly molted adult female I. scapularis. Fluorescently labeled (DiI) neurons (B & C) are connected 




Figure 3.7: Nerve bundles located near the center of the proximal portion of I. scapularis foreleg. In A, the arrow indicates 
a grouping of neurons. B represents a closer view of the bundle (rotated 90° relative to A). 
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Figure 3.8: Nerve bundles located near the center of the distal portion of a foreleg of I. scapularis. The epidermis is 
labeled as “ep”, space between the center of the leg section and epidermis is labeled “exsp,” and the tracheole is labeled 
“trac.” In A, the arrow indicates a grouping of neurons. In B.1 arrows point to small nerve bundles and a closer view of the 





Figure 3.9:  Images of a sensory structure located near the proximal portion of the legs of a I. scapularis. The epicuticle is 
labeled as “ec”, the exocuticle is labeled as “ex”, the endocuticle is labeled as “en,” and epidermis is labeled as “ep”. A, 
represents the whole structure while the ‘B’ and ‘C’ on A correspond to the regions of the sensory structure magnified in A 
and B. In B the open/unfilled arrow points to a lipid-type tissue while the arrow in C points at neurons. Additionally, the 




Figure 3.10: Example of captured SSR electrophysiological activity from the ORNs 
inside the large sensillum found in the capsule aperture of the Haller’s organ. (A) 
indicating stable and clear electrophysiological activity; (B) response when sensillum 
was exposed to m-methylphenol. The arrow represents when an odor was introduced.
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Figure 3.11: - Analysis of phenolic mixtures by gas chromatography-linked 
electrophysiology from the sensillum within the Haller’s organ of female I. scapularis. 
The bottom trace in each of the 3 coupled recordings is the flame ionization detector 
(FID) response. The upper traces are recorded real-time action potentials. The mixtures 
analyzed in all three recordings are composed of methyl-, ethyl-, and propylphenols.  
(A) is para, (B) is meta and (C) is ortho configuration. Note the comparable elution time 
in B and C; ortho phenols (A) elute at slightly earlier time. Expanded traces in A and B 
depict the excitation patters; maximum response was elicited by the o-methylphenol (B) 
and the next was p-methylphenol (A). Occasional bursts indicated by filled arrows are 







Figure 3.12: Electrophysiological response elicited by alkyl phenols using a high-
resolution chromatographic column. Reponses are indicated as percent change of 
spikes over the spontaneous activity from the total ORNS within the sensilla. Chain 
length and the position of methyl group defined the excitatory patterns. Significantly 






Figure 3.13: Results of the two-way choice olfactometer experiment. A Number of ticks making a choice during 
olfactometer trials: yellow bars (on the left side) indicate tick moving towards the experimental side, red bars (on the right 
side) indicate tick moving towards the control side. The far-right column indicates the number of ticks actively moving 
(Treatment + Control) of the total tested.  
 
Outcome of each host selection trials (N = 20) in which four adult I. scapularis were offered a choice between two sides: 
control (no odor) and experimental (p-methylphenol; 10 µg/µL solution). Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicates a significant 
effect of odor preference (adjusted p < 0.04). (b) Mean for the proportion of ticks choosing control (0.16) and experimental 






Figure 3.14: Environmental scanning electron microscope image of the coxa of a 
female I. scapularis (see Josek et al. 2017). Arrows point to possible sensory structures 
that could match sensor identified in Figure 3.9C. A is a mechanoreceptor; B is an 







Table 3.1: Contents of the odor mixes used for SURs 
 
Name of Mix Contents of Mix 
Phenol Mix 1: 
para Phenols p-Ethylphenol, p -Methylphenol (p -cresol), p -Propylphenol 
Phenol Mix 2: 
meta Phenols m-Ethylphenol, m -Methylphenol (m -cresol), m -Propylphenol 
Phenol Mix 3: 
ortho Phenols o-Ethylphenol, o -Methylphenol (o -cresol), o-Propylphenol 
Acid Mix propionic acid, isobutyric acid, butyric acid, isopentanoic acid, 
pentanoic acid, hexanoic acid, and  DL-lactic acid 
Alcohol Mix 
butanol, pentanol, heptanol, octanol, nonanol, 3-Me-1-butanol, 2-
butoxyethanol, 4-Me Cyclohexane, 3-octanol, 2-hexen-1-ol, E-3-
hexen-1-ol, and E-2-hexen-1-ol 
Aldehyde Mix 
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CHAPTER 4: IT’S ABOUT LYME: THE DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS OF A HIGH 
SCHOOL LYME DISEASE UNIT FOLLOWING THE NEXT GENERATION SCIENCE 
STANDARDS AND FRAMEWORK 
 
ABSTRACT 
Recently many states in the U.S. have adopted new science standards called the 
Next Generation Science Standards or NGSS. These standards were developed using 
The Framework for K-12 Science Education which emphasize the importance of 
students approaching science in a similar way to scientists where students will be 
driving the learning by asking questions about relevant phenomena they are exposed to 
or experience and subsequently designing investigations for the class to explore. In this 
study, I co-developed a high school unit focused on Lyme disease and Ixodes 
scapularis, the black-legged tick that transmits Lyme disease using the NGSS and 
Framework for K-12 Science Education. The unit has been piloted three times, after 
each pilot trial data was collected and the unit revised. Here I present an analysis of 
both qualitative student and teacher data, as well as quantitative data on student 
learning obtained through the different unit enactments. Qualitative analyses of teacher 
and student revealed that some revisions were more successful than others in terms of 
student learning. Quantitative analyses of student data revealed that overall, students 
demonstrated that they were achieving the NGSS Performance Expectations and 
mastering practices, disciplinary core ideas and crosscutting concepts, through 
assessments focusing on tick biology, tick ecology, disease biology and human impact 
on disease biology as well as by applying their knowledge to new situations in 
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assessments and activities throughout the unit. Overall, the development of this unit 
provides teachers with material that is not only relevant to students but also follows the 
NGSS and Framework while helping to raise awareness about black-legged tick 
biology, Lyme disease and how to prevent the spread of this disease.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Introduction to the Next Generation Science Standards and curriculum development 
Since 2013, science education in the United States has dramatically changed 
due to the release of A Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting 
Concepts, and Core Ideas (National Research Council 2012) – which will be referred to 
herein as “the Framework” – followed by the Next Generation Science Standards: For 
States, By States (NGSS) (NGSS Lead States 2013).  The process of developing these 
new standards began with the writing of the Framework which was to be used as an 
outline of the science education expectations for students ranging from grades K-12 and 
was developed to help form the new science guidelines (National Research Council 
2012).  Teams of science, science education, and science policy experts worked 
collaboratively to write the Framework in a way such that it incorporated both current 
science and science learning research. The Framework (National Research Council 
2012) developed aims to utilize “three-dimensional science learning” or learning by 
engaging students in science learning that mirror how scientists think and work (science 
and engineering practices; SEPs), through linking science disciplines (crosscutting 
concepts; CCCs). It also emphasizes the importance of teaching lessons that connect to 
relatable experiences or concerns of students, provide students with tools to understand 
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complex ideas or problems, and/or are teachable at multiple grade levels but with 
increased complexity (disciplinary core ideas; DCIs) (National Research Council 2012). 
The Framework was reviewed by the National Research Council and it was released to 
be used as a guide for the NGSS (National Research Council 2012).   
The NGSS are used to describe the science learning goals and were 
collaboratively developed by states and other stakeholders in science, education, and 
industry (NGSS Lead States 2013). These learning goals are called Performance 
Expectations (PEs) and they indicate what content, SEPs and CCCs from the 
Framework that the students should be able to master at the end of each grade level or 
grade band (NGSS Lead States 2013). These standards were reviewed multiple times 
by leaders in science and science education in addition to leaders in business and 
industry. After review and revisions, the standards were released and adopted by states 
(NGSS Lead States 2013). 
Once the NGSS were available, new curriculum could be developed using the 
new standards. While there are many ways to develop curriculum, there are many core 
steps that should be taken. Here I briefly describe one possible way that was used to 
develop the Lyme unit. One of the first steps involves the identification of one or more 
PEs that a new or redesigned unit aims to address (Krajcik et al. 2014). Once the PEs 
are identified, the DCIs, CCCs, and the SEPs found within the PEs need to be both 
identified and closely examined through a technique called “unpacking practice” (Krajcik 
et al. 2014, Krajcik et al. 2008). Unpacking is a process where one critically looks as 
PEs and DCIs and expands upon them in order to determine all of the content that is 
important, suitable and needed for these PEs and DCIs to be addressed (Krajcik et al. 
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2008). Throughout the unpacking process, in addition to determining how PEs, CCCs, 
DCIs, and SEPs go together, a goal is to link to students’ prior knowledge, and identify 
possible misconceptions held by the students about the unit topics (Krajcik et al. 2008). 
After unpacking, the next key component is to identify an anchoring phenomenon 
for the students to investigate (Reiser et al. 2015). One of the major differences 
between previous science standards and NGSS is that NGSS pushes for students to 
construct their own questions and explanations for phenomena, as opposed to teachers 
teaching facts and using in-class activities to reinforce those facts (Pellegrino et al 2015, 
Krajcik et al. 2014, Reiser 2013). The identification of a good anchoring phenomenon is 
key. The identified phenomenon should ideally build upon everyday experiences, be 
complex, contain relevant data and set the stage to cover the PEs, DCIs, CCCS, and 
SEPs identified in previous steps (Penuel and Bell 2016, Reiser et al. 2015). The 
anchoring phenomenon also helps provide context for students to begin asking 
questions and is typically the launching point of a unit (Thompson et al. 2008 and 
Windschitl et al. 2008 as cited by Reiser, Novak et al. 2017).  
After identifying PEs, DCIs, CCCS, and SEPs, unpacking, and identifying a good 
anchoring phenomenon, the flow of the unit is constructed. This can be done through 
the development of a storyline (Reiser et al. 2015, Krajcik et al. 2014, Reiser 2013) 
though other approaches are also possible. A storyline consists of a sequence of 
investigations which builds upon each other so that students develop a working 
understanding of the science associated with the identified PEs (Reiser 2014, Reiser, 
Novak et al. 2017). This sequence typically begins with the anchoring phenomenon 
followed by building of a driving question board (DQB) were students can connect their 
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current knowledge to the phenomenon (Weizman et al. 2008, Kozma 1991). The initial 
DQB is a set of questions that the students have come up with in response to observing 
the anchoring phenomenon; the questions that students add to the DQB are the 
questions that help drive a unit forward (Reiser, Brody, et al. 2017, Weizman et al. 
2008). Student use the DQB to determine what material or information they need to 
answer these questions which results in the engagement of scientific practices to work 
towards answering the questions on the DQB (Weizman et al. 2008). After students 
gather information, they return to the DQB to determine what questions they have 
answered and add new questions that they may have resulting from the new information 
they have found (Weizman et al. 2008). This process of creating and revising the DQB 
occurs multiple times throughout a storyline until the students are able to explain the 
anchoring phenomenon (Reiser, Novak et al. 2017, Weizman et al. 2008). By moving 
through a storyline and returning and revising their DQB, students work towards 
explaining the phenomenon by asking questions, engaging in scientific practices and 
piecing together components of phenomenon (DCIs and/or CCCs) as they move 
through lessons in the unit (Reiser, Novak et al. 2017). Throughout the unit, the 
students will put all of these components together to develop models which 
demonstrates what they have learned and ideally revise the model throughout the unit 
until they end up with one final class model that pulls together all of the DCIs and CCCs 
they’ve covered and represents their explanation of the phenomenon (Reiser, Novak et 
al. 2017). Students thus generate a model for something rather than of something 
(Schwarz et al. 2009).  The overall goal of a model is that students will be able to use it 
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to not only explain the phenomenon but also to make predictions or explain other 
phenomena (Schwarz et al. 2009).  
 
Theoretical Framing  
In this section I describe the theory that best describes my beliefs and 
experiences about how students learn. Here I introduce the important ideas behind the 
social constructivism theory and how it aligns with the practices identified in the NGSS. 
Social constructivism theory: This theory focuses on how social interactions 
and the incorporation of culture while learning material can lead to higher levels of 
understanding (Palinscar 1998). While in the classroom, students have been found to 
form deeper understandings of material when they interact with their peers or skillful 
adults as opposed to working alone (Bell et al. 1985, Palinscar 1985). When it comes to 
development, Vygotsky and colleagues (1978) argue that learning in a social 
environment where one is applying general concepts and principles to new tasks and 
problems helps students with their mental development. Although these studies have 
found that working in groups is valuable, it is also important that any group work has 
some level of structure and that specific discussion goals are set in order to generate 
the best learning outcomes through collaboration (Corden 2001). The value of group 
work can be seen in the science classroom as students who participate in groups show 
improved reasoning and concept understanding (Asherhan et al. 2007, Mercer et al. 
2004, Sampson and Clark 2009). Even among the scientific community, collaboration 
has important values as working with multiple researchers can provide new 
perspectives to issues and increase sample sizes or produce replications of studies 
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which in turn can increase the statistical power of data analyses (Perrino et al. 2013). 
Despite the benefits of collaboration in the science classroom, and the fact that 
collaboration while conducting science reflects the reality of the scientific community, 
science activities involving discussions, whether collaborative or argumentative, are 
usually absent in the classroom (Osborne 2010). In addition to the lack of collaboration 
and group work in the science classroom, there is frequently no link between what is 
taught in the classroom and the real-world (Onwu 2017). This disconnect from science 
and how it relates to the day-to-day lives of the students has been found to diminish the 
value of science in the students’ eyes because they cannot relate to the material (Onwu 
2017).  One way of helping students connect science to their day-to-day lives is by 
allowing students to explore their own ideas in the science classroom (Leach and Scott 
2002). However, there is an important balance between students exploring ideas and 
teachers presenting students with material – if students are too free to explore their 
ideas without any material they are at risk of not being able to discuss and explain their 
observations while too much material risks students no longer connecting the science to 
their day-to-day lives (Leach and Scott 2002). 
The social constructivist perspective can be related back to almost all of the 
highlighted SEPs of the Framework such as “asking questions and defining problems” 
and “obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information.” Additionally, when using a 
storyline, one is given the opportunity to identify an anchoring phenomenon that relates 
back to the students’ day-to-day lives. By exploring a relatable phenomenon, students 
are given the opportunity to each bring their own experiences and knowledge 
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concerning the phenomenon to the table and further investigate how it can continue to 
relate to their lives.  
An example of a relatable phenomenon that could tie into the social constructivist 
perspective would be a phenomenon that relates to human health and disease. Since 
students would be able to bring in their own experiences that they have had with 
different illnesses, they could draw upon their own knowledge to help further investigate 
the phenomenon. Additionally, students would be given the opportunity to see how the 
disease they are exploring might affect their own lives. As a group, students could 
collectively pool both their experiences with diseases and how a disease could affect 
their lives to continue to investigate the phenomenon at hand.  
  
Conceptual Framing  
Conceptual framing is the use of theoretical principles to help support and guide 
development of a research plan (Grant and Osanloo 2014). These theoretical principles 
should align with the theoretical framing of the research (Grant and Osanloo 2014). The 
theoretical principle used to support and guide development of the unit developed in this 
dissertation was equity. Here I introduce equity, the important ideas behind this 
theoretical principle and how it aligns with the practices identified in the NGSS. 
Equity:  Educational equity encompasses the idea that all students can and 
should engage in science practices (National Research Council 2012, Bianchini 2017). 
Similar to the social constructivist perspective, education equity emphasizes the need 
for lessons, particularly in science, to be relatable to all students (Bianchini 2017, 
Atwater et al. 2013). Bianchini (2017) emphasizes that science education needs to be 
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revisited and reconstructed in a way that addresses three main inequities in science 
education: the marginalization of diverse students, the lack of curriculum building from 
student knowledge, and the unequal distribution of resources (material, human & social) 
across schools.  
A student’s socioeconomic class and racial and ethnic group, and gender are just 
a few factors that can influence the quality of their education (National Research 
Council 2012). Students of a minority group are frequently subjected to negative 
stereotypes and prejudices which can lead to lower quality education (Van den Bergh et 
al. 2010, Steele 1997). In the presence of negative stereotypes (e.g. female students 
being told that they will not perform as well male students on a mathematics skill exam), 
students have been found to perform worse than they would have in the absence of 
these stereotypes (Steele 1997). Teachers with prejudice views of certain students can 
result in lower academic achievement of those students (Van den Bergh et al. 2010). 
This education gap for minority students surfaced during the development of the 
Framework (National Research Council 2012). The Framework discusses how to 
address the marginalization of diverse students through the recognition and message 
that science and engineering practices are achievable by all students (National 
Research Council 2012). Research supports the fact science and engineering practices 
are achievable by all students through the discussion of how support and motivation can 
promote students to engage and learn despite their background (National Research 
Council 2012 citing Nisbett 2013 and National Research Council 1999). The Framework 
also mentions how this motivation to learn is strongly connected to how material relates 
to the prior interests and identities of the students (National Research Council 2012).  
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In order to have material that relates to the interests and identities of the 
students, student learning draw from past learning experiences. Having students draw 
upon their own knowledge is advantageous in a scientific setting because the 
perspectives and observations of an individual are dependent on their cultural 
background (Medin et al. 2014). Additionally, by incorporating the use of knowledge 
gained from day-to-day experiences for application in a science setting, students find 
value in the science they are learning (Onwu 2017) and allow students as a group pool 
their perspective and observations to form a stronger understanding of the subject at 
hand (Medin et al. 2014). Not only can material which relates back to student interest 
provide new perspectives into the lesson at hand, but it helps increase the participation 
of underrepresented students (Luehmann 2009, Barton 1998). The Framework 
addresses the lack of curriculum building from student knowledge by having students 
engage in questioning and allowing them to decide the direction of their lessons (Reiser, 
Novak et al. 2017, National Research Council 2012). Because students are observing a 
phenomenon and formulating their own questions and explanations of the phenomenon, 
all students are able to bring forth their own knowledge and experiences and to in turn 
drive the unit forward (Reiser, Novak et al. 2017).  
The ability to create and use new lessons that are relatable to students and draw 
upon past experiences is inevitably linked back to resources and teacher availability 
(Gewirtz 1998). Schools that have fewer resources are more likely to have teachers that 
are uncredentialed or are not teaching subjects within their expertise which increases 
the risk of low academic performance (National Research Council 2012). Some 
elementary schools lack the resources to teach science for more than an hour a week 
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which ultimately results in students lacking experiences in science setting them behind 
their peers in future years (National Research Council 2012). Some of these gaps in 
educational resources can be linked to professionals and parents with power and 
investments in the local educational system who knowingly use their influence to lead to 
the success of their children which ultimately puts students belonging to a lower 
socioeconomic class at an educational disadvantage (Brantlinger 2003). The 
Framework recognizes that there is an unequal distribution of resources and 
emphasizes that curriculum needs to be explicit about what materials, equipment, and 
the time it takes to cover any of the NGSS and that by being explicit about the 
resources needed, educators across state, regional, and district levels can better 
allocate resources to equalize student learning opportunities (NGSS Lead States 2013).   
 
Curriculum Development Process 
Overview: The high school unit described in this chapter was developed in three 
main phases (Figure 4.1). The first phase was the initial development phase where the 
anchoring phenomenon, PEs, DCIs, CCCs, and SEPs that this unit would encompass 
were identified. The first phase also includes the unpacking of the PEs, DCIs, CCCs, 
and SEPs. The second phase involved the development of the initial storyline and 
supporting materials. The storyline and materials were repeatedly reviewed, reflected 
upon and revised before piloting. During the third development phase the unit was 
piloted and data was collected and analyzed. Following data collection and analysis the 
unit and materials underwent reflection and further revision. Phase three was repeated 
across multiple years, with each pilot trial informing the subsequent revision of the unit.  
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 Use of comics: For this unit I designed comics to help explain concepts and to 
give instructions during lessons. Comics have been utilized in the classroom as a way 
to engage learners and to improve comprehension of the presented material (Downey 
2011, Mallia 2007). When designing these comics, I very deliberately incorporated 
characters and components from popular culture cartoon shows. The characters in the 
comics, although inspired from characters in various cartoon shows, were redesigned to 
represent a wider range of both racial and gender diversity.  
Curriculum development process in relation to framing: Throughout the 
curriculum development process, I worked with multiple K-12 teachers, but I primarily 
developed this unit with one high school teacher, Quinn Harper. For this reason, while 
describing the development phases in more detail I will use “we” to describe the work 
Quinn and I did collaboratively. The co-development this unit relates back to the 
importance of working with skilled individuals to produce more in-depth outputs as 
highlighted by the social constructivist theory. Although Quinn and I both have a 
background in biology, I acted as the expert in the areas of tick biology while Quinn 
acted as the expert in teaching and education. Keeping equity in mind, throughout the 
development of the unit, both cost and accessibility were addressed by keeping material 
costs low and making the materials and outline of the unit open source and accessible.  
Phase 1: The first phase, the generation of the unit, began with identifying the 
high school life sciences PEs that we wanted this unit to address. Before selecting the 
PEs, Quinn and I discussed what general topics we wanted the unit to include and we 
ultimately decided to focus on ecology and human impact because we felt that it best 
aligned with her knowledge and my background in disease vector ecology. With the 
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general subjects of the unit in mind, we selected the following three PEs from the NGSS 
standard category, HS. Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems (NGSS Lead 
States 2013): 
 
• “HS-LS2-2.  Use mathematical representations to support and revise 
explanations based on evidence about factors affecting biodiversity and 
populations in ecosystems of different scales.” 
• “HS-LS2-6.  Evaluate the claims, evidence, and reasoning that the complex 
interactions in ecosystems maintain relatively consistent numbers and types of 
organisms in stable conditions but changing conditions may result in a new 
ecosystem.” 
• “HS-LS2-7.  Design, evaluate, and refine a solution for reducing the impacts of 
human activities on the environment and biodiversity.” 
 
After we identified the PEs we hoped to include in the unit we were developing, we 
then began brainstorming a theme and an anchoring phenomenon which we thought 
would align well with these PEs. Ultimately, we decided that the discovery and spread of 
Lyme would align well with the PEs we identified and could act as the main theme of the 
unit. The anchoring phenomenon would be introduced to students by way of a comic. 
The comic introduced a medical doctor who noticed that a large number of children in 
the same geographic area are showing signs of an illness that is not common in kids 
(Appendix C.1) and then students would then observe case files of these sick kids. Our 
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anchoring phenomenon would therefore be these sick kids and their illness. We felt the 
main question students would draw from this anchoring phenomenon would be: 
“Why are these kids getting sick and how do we stop this disease from spreading?”  
After determining the theme and anchoring phenomenon for the unit, we took a 
moment to reflect on why we wanted to use this theme as our unit and ensure that it 
aligned with the Framework. Our reasoning for using the discovery and spread of Lyme 
Disease as the larger context of the unit was because the topic is: 
 
• Relatable 
o Many students throughout the United States have personal experience 
with Lyme disease through having the disease themselves or because a 
family member, friend, or pet has the disease 
o Students are aware that they are at risk for contracting Lyme disease 
• Complex 
o Lyme disease is part of a complex system that relates to various aspects 
of ecology, biodiversity, climate change, and human impact 
o Disease biology and ecology itself is not fully understood by students 
• Relevant 
o Recently Lyme disease, as well as other tick-borne diseases, are more 
often discussed in the news 
o Multiple sources of data related to Lyme disease are available 
o This current societal problem can be framed in such a way that gives 
students the opportunity to formulate solutions 
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After further reflection on the context of the unit, we returned to the NGSS 
standard category, HS. Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems, to determine if our 
unit would cover an additional PEs other than the initial PEs we identified. The following 
are all of the high school life sciences PEs that we identified as most relevant to the 
phenomenon (NGSS Lead States 2013): 
 
• “HS-LS2-1.  Use mathematical and/or computational representations to support 
explanations of factors that affect carrying capacity of ecosystems at different 
scales.” 
• “HS-LS2-2.  Use mathematical representations to support and revise 
explanations based on evidence about factors affecting biodiversity and 
populations in ecosystems of different scales.” 
• “HS-LS2-6.  Evaluate the claims, evidence, and reasoning that the complex 
interactions in ecosystems maintain relatively consistent numbers and types of 
organisms in stable conditions but changing conditions may result in a new 
ecosystem.” 
• “HS-LS2-7.  Design, evaluate, and refine a solution for reducing the impacts of 
human activities on the environment and biodiversity.” 
• “HS-LS4-6.  Create or revise a simulation to test a solution to mitigate adverse 
impacts of human activity on biodiversity.” 
 
We felt that we could expand the PEs included this unit because of the theme of 
the unit. Through discussion we realized that because so much data exists about Lyme 
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disease and its connection biodiversity and human impact factors, students could create 
simulations and use math to analyze data and create explanations using those data. 
Had we selected a different theme for the unit, there might be less access to data and 
therefore we would not have been able to expand the PEs included in this unit. 
The next part of the unit generation process involved unpacking. We looked 
deeper into the PEs as well as the SEPs, DCIs, and CCCs associated with the PEs, to 
clarify what the PEs really expected of the students. As a result of unpacking, we 
determined that students would need to explain how populations of animals in 
ecosystems are limited by factors such as predation, competition, disease, and 
resources and that students would have to be able to use math to support and revise 
these claims. Students should also be able to explain how sudden increases or 
decreases in resources or populations can challenge the balance of an ecosystem. 
Through unpacking we were able to also identify that students should be able to 
demonstrate and explain how human behavior can disrupt the balance of an ecosystem 
through habitat destruction, pollution, and climate change. Finally, we determined that 
we students should be able to take data that they have collected about how humans 
have impacted ecosystems and use it to make predictions about what could happen in 
the future if humans continue to change ecosystems the way they do now. Students 
should then be able to take those predictions and design solutions for those problems 
and use the data they collected to support their solutions.  
Phase 2: This phase began with the development of a storyline. The storyline in 
this unit was developed in a way to mimic the actual story, as told by Ostfeld (2010) of 
how Lyme disease was discovered and how research has progressed since Lyme 
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disease was initially recognized. Lessons throughout the storyline were designed to 
incorporate actual data and have students act as doctors, epidemiologists, and 
ecologists throughout the unit. I created a student narrative of the storyline for the first 
nine lessons, where I reflected upon the unit by trying to think like a student. The goal of 
the student narrative was for me to capture what kinds of questions students might be 
asking and determine how the storyline should progress. We revised the storyline and 
associated materials multiple times after receiving feedback from teachers at both the 
high school and college level, as well as after personal reflections. At the end of phase 
2 of the unit development process, we had generated student materials for each lesson 
which included multiple comics used in various lessons (Appendix C.1-C.6). In addition, 
we created a “Teacher Overview” storyline document which highlighted the questions 
being asked for each lesson of the unit, the instructional materials needed, a brief 
description of what was learned in each lesson, where the students were headed, and 
the specific SEPs, DCIs, and CCCs used in each lesson. The unit we developed was 
entitled, “Why are these kids getting sick and how do we stop disease from spreading?” 
but will be referred to as “The Lyme Disease Unit” henceforth. 
Phase 3: The final phase in the unit’s development process was piloting, data 
collection followed by reflection and further revision based on piloting data and 
reflection. Over the course of three school years, The Lyme Disease Unit was partially 
piloted by six teachers and piloted to completion three times by Quinn Harper. 
Throughout each of the pilot, teacher and student data was collected (Table 4.1). After 
each of the first two pilot trials of the unit, the teacher data was collected in the form of 
feedback and reflections on the unit provided by Quinn. In her feedback and reflections 
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on the unit, she commented on how she perceived the unit in her classroom. 
Additionally, the student data collected were in the form of pretests, posttests, retention 
test, and student-generated models. Data analyses were used to inform the revision of 
the next version of the storyline. Revisions of the Lyme Disease Unit were completed for 
a total of two revisions. Each of these revisions were implemented the following school 
year and aided in developing the Lyme Disease Unit to its current state. Upon final 
revisions, future work on the Lyme Disease Unit includes the development of lesson 
plans for the unit. 
 
Research Questions 
As the NGSS are being adopted and implemented in classrooms, teachers are in 
need of instructional materials that follow the Framework and address the NGSS 
performance expectations. The main purpose of my study was to develop, implement, 
and analyze a high school unit that followed the new framework and the NGSS. The 
objective of this work was to have a piloted and revised in-depth unit outline ready to be 
refined into lesson plans by qualified teachers. The data analyzed in this chapter were 
collected throughout multiple pilots of the unit and sought to answer the following 
questions: 
 
1. What type of revisions, over multiple years and pilots, have been made 
throughout the unit and why? 
a. How did these revisions impact student-generated models? 
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2. What types of information are students retaining from the unit? 
a. How does this relate to the NGSS and Framework? 
 
3. How well were students able to recall information from the comics? 
a. Were students able to draw connections between information from comic 
panels to its larger role in the spread of Lyme disease? 
 
METHODS 
Research Populations and Setting 
The following are descriptions of setting and students in each of the pilots of the 
Lyme Disease Unit. While the unit was partially piloted by other teachers, pilots 
described are only of those of Ms. Quinn Harper, as she was the only teacher who 
piloted the Lyme Disease Unit in its entirety.  
 Pilot 1: The first pilot of the Lyme Disease Unit took place in the 2016-2017 
school year at a high school in a rural county in Illinois. The school selected consisted of 
310 students of which 94% of the population were Caucasian, 3% were Hispanic, 1% 
were African American, 1% were Asian, and 1% were two or more races. Twenty-three 
percent of the student body came from low-income families. The unit was piloted in 
three introductory high school biology classes each containing approximately 18 
students spanning grades 9-12. This first reenactment of the unit will henceforth be 
referred to as RACT1. 
 Pilot 2:  The second pilot of the Lyme Disease Unit took place in the 2017-2018 
school year at a private high school in a small midwestern town in Illinois. This school 
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was selected because the RACT 1 teacher moved here at the start of the 2017 school 
year. The school selected consisted of 8, ninth grade students in which 56% of the 
population were Caucasian, 33% were Asian, and 11% was two or more races. 33% of 
the schools’ students received financial aid. The classroom where the unit was piloted 
consisted of all 8 high school ninth grade students. This second reenactment of the unit 
will henceforth be referred to as RACT2. 
Pilot 3: The second pilot of the Lyme Disease Unit took place in the 2018-2019 
school year at the same high school as RACT2. The ninth student population during this 
school year consisted of 11, ninth grade students in which 64% of the population were 
Caucasian, 9% were African American, and 27% were Asian. The classroom where the 
unit was piloted consisted of all 11 high school ninth grade students. This final 
reenactment of the unit will henceforth be referred to as RACT3. 
Teacher: Quinn has been a high school teacher for 10 years and has multiple 
Master’s degrees in both biology and education. She taught high school biology for 7 
years and then left K-12 education and taught college biology. After teaching at a 
college for 1.5 years, Quinn returned to K-12 education and has been teaching high 
school biology for the past 3 years. In addition to her background in education, Quinn 
has attended NGSS workshops and is familiar with the NGSS and the Framework and 
was instrumental to the development of the unit.  
 
Approach to Data Collection and Analysis 
Data collection varied between each of the pilots (Table 4.1). Data collection fell 
into 7 categories: Intermittent classroom observations, Pretest, Posttest, Retention, 
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Student Models, Teacher comments and reflection on unit, Teacher reflections on 
revisions. Intermittent classroom observations which consisted of me observing Quinn 
and the students while lessons were being taught. The Pretests (Appendix C.7 & C.8) 
were assessments given to students prior to the unit. The Posttests (Appendix C.9 & 
C.10) were assessments given to students immediately after the unit. The Retention 
tests (Appendix C.11) were given to students in RACT2 fourteen months after the unit 
and to students in RACT3 three months after the unit. Student models (Appendix C.12 - 
C.14) are the models that students generated throughout the unit and were collected at 
the end of the unit. Teacher comments and reflection on unit consisted of Quinn’s notes 
and comments on individual lessons after she taught them in her classroom. Teacher 
reflections on revisions (Appendix C.15) consisted of me identifying specific comments 
and reflections Quinn made after RACT1 and RACT2, presenting those comments to 
her and asking her to recall, reflect, and answer questions about those comments. 
 
Analysis of Data 
Quantitative analyses: The pretests, posttests, and retention tests (Appendix 
C.7 – C.11) were the source of the quantitative analyses of this unit. These tests were 
only completed for RACT2 and RACT3. The questions asked in these tests were 
grouped into four categories: (1) tick biology, (2) ecology, (3) disease biology and 
human impact on disease biology, and (4) application. The questions themselves were 
categorized into three groups according to Bloom (1956): lower level – questions asking 
students to remember or understand, mid-level – questions asking students to apply or 
analyze, and higher level – questions asking students to evaluate or create. 
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The tick biology category consisted of two questions while the other three 
categories consisted of three questions. The tick biology questions were lower level 
thinking questions asking students to explain what makes a tick a tick and what roles 
ticks play in the environment.  
The ecology questions were higher level thinking questions asking students to 
create a model for the Lyme disease ecosystem, and then use their model to explain 
the roles of different types of animals and disease in their model and argue how the 
animal populations in their model would be affected by changes in the ecosystem.  
The human impact on disease questions were low to mid-level questions asking 
students to explain why Lyme disease isn’t everywhere in the United States, discuss the 
roles humans play in disease prevalence and transmission, as well as analyze data and 
relate the data to tick activity and Lyme disease incidence.  
The application questions were all higher-level questions asking students to 
analyze and evaluate data as well as make predictions about disease spread based on 
these data. 
These tests were scored using a Likert scale from 1-3, where a score of 1 meant 
that the answer given was completely or mostly incorrect, a score of 2 meant that the 
answer given was partially correct answer, and a score of 3 meant that the answer that 
answer given was mostly or completely correct. A key was created for the pretests, 
posttests, and retention test questions outlining the key components of each question 
and necessary components for each score (1, 2, or 3). Test scores were analyzed by 
group category using a sign-test in R version 3.5.1 (R core team, 2017) within the 
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Rstudio environment version 1.1.463 (Rstudio Team, 2016). Packages used to conduct 
and visualize these analyses were, “ggplot,” “dplyr,” “ggpubr,” “plyr,” and “Rmisc.”  
The retention test given to the students also contained separate questions 
referring to the comic materials. A total of nine questions were asked about the comics 
and one question about the model. These questions were also scored using a Likert 
scale from 1-3 and then converted into a percentage. The comic material questions 
were split into two categories, recall and material retention. Students were presented 
with a section of a comic given during the Lyme Disease Unit, asked to recall the topic 
of the comic and then to explain how the material in the section of the comics provided 
relates to the topic of the comic and the spread of Lyme disease. These data were then 
compared to the posttest scores as well as the student gains or the difference between 
the posttest score and pretest scores. For the model question, students were asked to 
evaluate the model they had created in the exam and explain what makes their model, a 
model. These data were then compared to the posttest scores as well as the student 
gains or the difference between the posttest score and pretest scores. The analysis of 
these data consisted of both summary data (e.g. means, standard deviation) as well as 
correlation matrices. Analyses and visualization of these data were also completed in R 
version 3.5.1 (R core team, 2017) within the Rstudio environment version 1.1.463 
(Rstudio Team, 2016) utilizing the “ggplot,” “corrplot,” “dplyr,” “ggpubr,” “plyr,” “Hmisc,” 
and “Rmisc” packages. 
 Qualitative analyses: Three qualitative analyses were conducted throughout the 
unit: model assessment, unit revision, and teacher interview in the form of Quinn 
reflecting upon changes in the unit. When assessing models, I compared and 
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contrasted components of the students’ models and related them to the components of 
what makes a model a model. For the unit revisions, I describe the changes made 
throughout the unit done to specifically address the feedback provided by the teacher. 




The student sample population posed various limitations. Due to the small class 
sizes of RACT2 and RACT3, sample sizes for my statistical analyses were generally 
low. Additionally, the smaller student population may not reflect the diversity seen in 
other classrooms. Since the RACT2 and RACT3 took place in a private high school the 
outcomes generated by these student populations, and willingness of the teachers to 
teach this unit, may not translate to the public-school environment. Private schools have 
often more flexibility in what is taught at the school because they do not have as many 
constraints, such as state administrative decisions on instruction and standardized 
testing requirements which are experienced in public schools. 
 
RESULTS 
Revisions made throughout the Lyme Disease Unit 
After each RACT, the Lyme Disease Unit was revised. A complete list of these 
revisions and why these revisions were made can be found in Table 4.2. These 
revisions were primarily based on Quinn’s comments and reflections which she wrote 
after each lesson.  A few of these changes were made based on my classroom 
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observations and from the models students generated throughout the unit. Although 
most of these changes were lesson specific, there were two additions to the unit that 
were applied throughout the unit: “Gotta-have it” list (Windschitl et al. 2018) for models 
and an “Investigator’s Journal.” The “Gotta-have it” list is a checklist that we added to 
accompany student modelling activities. A “Gotta-have it” list consisted of ideas and 
concepts that students needed to include in their models. The “Investigator’s Journal” is 
an activity were each student recorded what questions they had answered during that 
lesson, what activities they did to answer those questions, and what questions they 
were going to answer in the next lesson. 
 
Description of the Lyme Disease Unit Lessons and Materials 
 Overview: The Lyme Disease Unit consists of 16 lessons including 9 SEPs, 5 
DCIs, and 4 CCCs (Table 4.3) which encompass the 5 PEs outlined in the curriculum 
development section. Lessons 1-9 build toward DCIs covered later in the unit as they 
address necessary background information about tick biology and Lyme disease and 
therefore are that students needed in order to understand the entirety of the DCIs in the 
context of tick and disease ecology. Students used the anchoring phenomenon to 
develop a DQB (driving-question board) and then used comics and data to revise the 
DQB. At the end of most lessons, students record their findings and questions in an 
Investigator’s Journal. Finally, throughout the unit, materials that students are given are 
added into both individual and group binders, so students have access to these 
materials at all times. 
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Below are the descriptions of the lessons in their final format after all revisions. I 
used, “RetDQB” to indicate that students returned to the DQB at some point during the 
lesson and “IJ” to indicate that students filled out an “Investigator’s Journal.” 
Lesson 1: This lesson began with an introduction to the phenomenon through 
the use of a comic (Appendix C.1). This comic introduced students to a doctor curious 
about an increase in children being diagnosed with arthritis. Students were then asked 
to come up with questions they have about the sick kids. To draw on the students’ 
knowledge about diseases, students participated in an activity where they discussed 
diseases they knew of, group the diseases into categories (infectious, inherited, and 
mental) and decided which category they believed the disease affecting the sick kids 
belongs into (infectious). They then selected an infectious disease and generated a 
model for how that disease gets people sick and how that person can get better. At this 
point, students generated a DQB consisting of what questions they now had concerning 
the sick kids from the comic and what materials they might need to answer their 
questions. IJ 
Lesson 2: The lesson consisted of students investigating the information they 
requested – patient case files. During this time, students compared and contrasted the 
different patient files and extracted what information they felt was important. Students 
shared what information they found to be most important with the class and what 
questions they now had about the sick kids and the disease. Then the class decided 
what information they wanted to focus on. RetDQB and IJ 
 Lesson 3: Students indicated that they wanted information about what animals in 
Connecticut (CT) make you sick. Students were given information about animals in CT 
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that spread diseases, symptoms of the disease they can spread, where these animals 
live and their diets. Students worked to sort out this information, selected the animals 
they think most likely bit the sick kids and presented their argument to the class. 
Students ultimately decided that ticks bit the kids from the comic. RetDQB and IJ. 
 Lesson 4: Students decided they needed more information about ticks in order 
to decide what disease ailed the sick kids in the comic. First, the students wanted to 
know what makes a tick a tick. They discussed their current knowledge and described 
differences between ticks, spiders, and insects and then used examples of ticks, 
spiders, and insects to compare and contrast. As a class, they consolidated their 
descriptions and then played a game where they were given images of ticks and other 
arthropods and had to decide which of these animals were ticks and why. Following this 
activity, they were given information about ticks found in the United States which 
consisted of the habitat range of the ticks, the animals the ticks feed on, and the 
symptoms of diseases these ticks spread. Students used this information to select the 
tick they thought bit the sick kids in the comic – the black-legged tick (BLTick). Then 
they generated initial models for how they think ticks get people sick and these models 
were shared with the class. RetDQB and IJ 
 Lesson 5: Students wanted to know what the BLTick was transmitting to the sick 
kids so they asked for blood samples from the kids, about what kinds of organisms 
make you sick, and what specific diseases the BLTick can spread. Students 
investigated the blood samples from the kids and compared the samples to the kinds of 
organisms that make you sick and discovered that the kids have spirochete bacteria in 
their bodies. They compared this to the organisms that cause diseases spread by the 
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BLTick and discovered that the kids likely have Lyme disease. The following is the 
“Lyme Bend” which is optional for this lesson, but was completed during RACT3: 
Students wanted to confirm their findings and were curious as to why all of the sick kids 
do not have the spirochete bacteria in their samples and wanted to do more tests. The 
teacher offered and explained the ELISA test as an option to further test if the kids had 
Lyme. Students agreed and performed an ELISA using the “blood” of the sick kids to 
determine which of the kids had Lyme antibodies in their system and determined which 
of the kids tested positive for Lyme using the ELISA test. The class then discussed why 
there are varying results and what this means for people getting diagnosed or not 
getting diagnosed with Lyme disease. IJ 
 Lesson 6: Students wanted to focus on where ticks are getting the Lyme 
bacteria. Students turn to the DQB and reformatted their questions and categorized 
them to help determine in what direction they wanted to go and what information they 
needed to move forward. 
 Lesson 7: In order to determine where ticks are picking up the bacteria, students 
decided that they needed to know more about where and when you can find ticks. 
Students were then given two comics – one about the tick life cycle (Appendix C.2) and 
one about tick habitat (Appendix C.3). Students then used this information to draw out 
the tick life cycle. The class debriefed others on the main events of the tick life cycle and 
turned back to the patient case files to determine what life stage they suspect bit the 
kids in the patient case files. RetDQB and IJ 
 Lesson 8: Now that the students knew more about the tick life cycle and where 
they lived, students wanted to determine how the ticks found the kids in the first place. 
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In order to answer this, students brainstormed ways that ticks might find their hosts and 
designed experiments on how they can test their hypotheses. The students and 
teachers discussed the experiment designed by the students and the possible risks of 
bringing ticks into the classroom. Students ultimately watched videos of their 
hypotheses being tested with ticks in a two-way choice chamber. In these experiments, 
one side of the chamber had a cue that students thought ticks might use to find hosts 
and the other side was empty. A group of students was assigned to make observations 
and count the number of ticks choosing each side of the choice chamber for only one of 
the hypotheses generated by the students. Because there was only one video per 
hypothesis, each group was also given a sheet with additional replicate data. Students 
shared out and discussed their findings as a class. The teacher ended the lesson by 
showing a short presentation about the sensory structure ticks use to find hosts and 
how ticks bite into a host. IJ 
Lesson 9: In order to bring together all of the information students have learned 
so far, student teams created their first Lyme ecosystem model. Before students worked 
on their models, the class had a discussion about what makes a good model. Students 
were also given a guideline for their model which contained a “Gotta-have It List” or 
aspects that their model should include and be able to explain. Groups then shared 
each of their models with the class and discussed the important aspects of the models. 
Students then further discussed how they believed ticks contracted the Lyme bacteria 
and how the tick spreads the disease to humans. RetDQB and IJ 
Lesson 10: Since the students knew that BLTicks fed on more than just humans, 
they wanted to explore what other animals were hosts for the BLTick by collecting blood 
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from ticks. Students were then given a comic featuring a scientist that was answering 
this same question using blood samples from ticks and DNA Blast (Appendix C.4). 
Students were given partial DNA sequences that the scientist from the comic obtained 
from her tick samples and the students used DNA Blast to determine from the 
sequences what animals the ticks had fed upon. The scientist also included information 
about the number of ticks containing that blood with each DNA sequence as well as the 
life stages of the ticks. Students then used this information to revise their first Lyme 
disease ecosystem model. Students were given guidelines and a “Gotta-have It List” for 
this second model. Group shared their new models with the class, discussed how their 
models had changed and what predictions these new models could make that their 
previous ones could not. RetDQB and IJ. 
Lesson 11: Students determined that the BLTick has preferred hosts but could 
not determine which animal, deer or mice, impacts the presence of Lyme Disease the 
most. The teacher presented the students with data on deer, mouse and tick 
populations from a specific forest habitat. The teacher provided prompts that asked 
students to come up with ideas for how to test which of these animals, deer or mice, 
might be the driving force behind Lyme disease. Students were asked to list pros and 
cons of their ideas, as well as consider feasibility and cost of implementation of their 
ideas. Students ultimately chose to remove deer from the forest and then used their 
second Lyme ecosystem model to make predictions about what might happen to the 
number of ticks and Lyme disease occurrence if deer were removed from the forest. 
After making these predictions, students were given data from an experiment that 
removed large numbers of deer from a forest. These data included information about 
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tick populations at each life stage as well as the presence of Lyme disease. Students 
determined that tick populations and the presence of Lyme disease was almost 
completely unaffected by the removal of deer. Students are curious as to why this is and 
are then presented with a short comic discussing deer and tick populations (Appendix 
C.5). RetDQB and IJ. 
Lesson 12: After discovering that one deer can result in a large number of larval 
ticks, students turned their focus to answer the question, why am I not covered in ticks? 
Students played a carrying capacity game including acorns, deer, mice, and all three life 
stages of the BLTick. The number of acorns that were present for the deer and mice to 
eat would vary as every few years oak trees have a mast year which results in trees 
producing more acorns than most other years. During this activity, the students 
calculated the population of deer, mice, and ticks present over 10 years. The class then 
discussed their findings and what factors can change animal populations. Students 
were ultimately told that what they were describing is called carrying capacity. Students 
then made predictions about how mast years might affect Lyme disease presence. 
RetDQB and IJ. 
Lesson 13: Since deer did not play a large role in the Lyme disease system, 
students then directed their attention to the mice and what happens when mice are 
removed from the forest. Before beginning their investigation, students were given a 
comic about disease competence (Appendix C.6). This comic was used to explain the 
terms “vector competence” and “reservoir competence” since this is terminology used in 
the data the students requested. As a class, students discussed disease competence 
and applied what they learned to specific scenarios where they discussed what aspects 
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of disease competence were present in the scenario and why. Students were then given 
data about the reservoir competence of animals in the forest, the numbers of ticks found 
on these animals, and how Lyme disease and tick populations change when these 
animals (including mice) were removed from the forest. After analyzing these data, 
students worked on their third Lyme disease ecosystem model by revising their second 
Lyme disease ecosystem models and by using new guidelines and a “Gotta-have It List” 
for their new models. RetDQB and IJ. 
Lesson 14: Students discovered that there are multiple animals that play roles in 
both increasing and decreasing Lyme disease and want to learn more about the roles 
these animals play. Students were given more data about the roles these animals play 
including reservoir competence, animal density, the effects of animals on the number of 
ticks feeding on mice, animal diets, Lyme disease infection prevalence in relation to 
animals present in the area, and how predators affect small mammal populations. 
Students analyzed and translated these data into a modeling program called Sage 
Modeler. In Sage Modeler, students generated interactive models that allowed for 
students to connect and change animal populations, tick populations, and forest size to 
predict Lyme disease presence. Students shared out their models to the class, and as a 
whole the class discussed limitations of the Sage Modeling program. RetDQB and IJ 
Lesson 15: Finally, students wanted to know what other factors could affect 
Lyme disease other than disease competence and animals present in a forest. Students 
began the lesson by working in groups to come up with a list of other factors that may 
affect Lyme disease and decided to look into climate and weather. Students were then 
given data about ideal temperatures for tick development, Lyme disease incident maps 
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over time, tick activity graphs, and data about the freezing and thawing of various lakes 
and rivers around the world. Students shared out their findings with the class and with 
the help of their previous model, new model guidelines, and a “Gotta-have It” list 
students created their final Lyme disease ecosystem models. IJ 
Lesson 16: In order to conclude the unit, students were given a Land 
Development Prompt where they were challenged to develop on a forested area in such 
a way that minimizes Lyme disease prevalence in the area, while also maximizing 
biodiversity of the forest.  
 
Qualitative Model Assessments 
Students in this unit focused on explaining the phenomenon by answering the 
question: “Why are these kids getting sick and how do we stop this disease from 
spreading?” In doing so they constructed four models throughout the unit in the form of 
multiple Lyme disease ecosystem models. The overarching goal of each model was for 
students to use what they know to create a model for explaining how the kids are 
getting sick and how this disease is spreading. With the exception of the first model, 
students were asked to revise their former model to include the new information or data 
they collected since their last model. Figures 4.2-4.9 show a group of models created by 
a single group from each pilot. I selected these models based on their readability. All 
other models can be found in Appendix C.12-C.14. Table 4.4 summarizes my 
assessments of these models and below are my detailed descriptions and analyses of 
all of models from each pilot. 
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 RACT1: Models for RACT1 (Figure 4.2) start less detailed and after revisions, 
increase in complexity. For the first model (Figure 4.2A) the models consist of ticks 
obtaining Lyme disease from a single animal and then biting a human which in turn gets 
the human sick. The first model is an example of students using illustrations to explain 
in general the first part of the phenomenon, but it is clear that students do not know the 
exact mechanisms behind the spread of Lyme disease. This is because the incorrect 
animal is thought to be the animal from which ticks pick up the disease, however 
expected since students have not collected any data concerning the animals in the 
spread of Lyme disease yet. Additionally, there is no indication of how one could 
decrease the spread of the disease. In the second model (Figure 4.2B), students start 
incorporating additional animals to their models, which they use to explain how other 
animals get sick or obtain Lyme disease, this time with the correct animals, but they still 
do not address possibly decreasing the spread of Lyme disease. The 3rd and 4th models 
(Figure 4.2C), show complex relationships between Lyme disease and tick biology. 
These models can be used to explain how other animals get Lyme disease, and also 
addresses, through the inclusion of reservoir competence, why other organisms do not 
get Lyme disease. Overall, the progression of the revised models demonstrates that 
students incorporate new information that they have learned throughout the unit. 
Students can use their final model (Figure 4.2C) to make predictions about changes in 
Lyme disease or animal populations when certain animals are removed from their 
model. However, they were not able to use their models to explain how deforestation, 
biodiversity, or human impact might affect the spread of Lyme disease, which was the 
second part of the phenomenon we hoped they would explain.  
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 RACT2: Models for RACT2 (Figures 4.3-4.5) start very detailed with lots of text 
describing in detail each component of the model and at times repeated the same 
information within the model. Throughout revisions the students were less dependent on 
text and used the text for brief descriptions or to explain complex components of their 
model. Each of the revisions of these models demonstrate that students incorporate 
new information that they have learned throughout the unit. Similar to RACT1, the first 
model (Figure 4.3A) includes ticks biting an organism, picking up Lyme disease, and 
then biting a human which in turn gets Lyme disease. Although students are working 
towards explaining how ticks bite an animal and then later bite a human to give them 
Lyme disease, this model does not represent the correct mechanism in which ticks first 
obtain the Lyme disease pathogen. In the second model (Figure 4.3B) students begin to 
incorporate other organisms and correctly identify the progression of ticks feeding on 
specific animals and then how humans are bitten by ticks and obtain Lyme disease 
pathogen. By the third model (Figure 4.4) students incorporate reservoir competence of 
the tick’s non-human hosts, how reservoir competence affects how ticks obtain Lyme, 
and how this determines in part the likelihood of humans getting Lyme disease. In these 
first three models, students have demonstrated that they can discuss the first part of the 
phenomenon through explaining how humans ultimately get Lyme disease. Students 
can apply their 2nd and 3rd models to explain how other animals get sick and even use 
their 3rd model to explain differences in animals getting Lyme disease. These first three 
models have not addressed the spread of Lyme disease. In the students’ fourth and 
final model (Figure 4.5) students for the first time begin to incorporate how human 
impacts, such as climate change and deforestation, can affect the spread of Lyme 
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disease. Students also address how biodiversity can alter the presence of Lyme 
disease. This model incorporates relationships between ticks, Lyme disease, other 
organisms, and human impact factors in a way that can be used to make predictions 
about other phenomena such as how other animals are getting sick or why over the 
past few years people are reporting that they have seen more ticks.  
RACT3: Overall, the models for RACT3 (Figures 4.6-4.9) were relatively 
consistent in their use of text to explain different aspects in their models. These models 
demonstrate that students revise models in order to incorporate new information that 
they have discovered throughout the unit. In the first model (Figure 4.6) students 
designed a model to explain how ticks get Lyme disease and spread Lyme disease to 
humans. Students did not yet know what type of animals ticks bite to obtain the Lyme 
disease pathogen and therefore cannot completely explain how humans are getting the 
disease. In their second model (Figure 4.7) students incorporated multiple animals, 
including humans, to model how all of these animals can get Lyme disease. At this point 
students demonstrated in this model that they know where ticks get Lyme disease, how 
humans get the disease, and some of the roles other animals play in the transmission of 
Lyme disease. In the third model (Figure 4.8) students start incorporating other animals 
and the reservoir competence of these animals. In this model, students start to address 
the roles of animals and Lyme disease prevalence, which was not observed in RACT1 
or RACT2. In the final model (Figure 4.9), students pull all of this information together 
and model how ticks spread Lyme disease, what roles different animals play in the 
spread of the disease as well as how they obtain the disease, and how humans can 
impact the spread of the disease through factors such as climate change and forest 
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habitat destruction. Because the model describes the relationships between all of the 
factors it could be used to make predictions about how each factor influences the other. 
The model can also be used to explain related, yet unexplored, phenomena such as 
how other animals are getting sick or why over the past few years people are reporting 
that there have been more ticks.   
 
Quantitative Assessments 
Model assessments: For the model assessment question, my summary 
analyses of RACT2 (Figure 4.10), revealed that the mean score for the students’ model 
evaluations was 0.375 with a standard deviation of 0.353. The mean score for the 
students’ Lyme models on their posttests was 0.688 with a standard deviation of 0.458. 
The correlation matrix of these data (Figure 4.11) pointed to a positive correlation 
between student’s Lyme disease models posttest scores and overall gains (difference 
between posttest Lyme disease model scores and pretest Lyme disease model scores). 
For the model assessment question, my summary analyses of RACT3 (Figure 
4.12) showed that the mean score for the students’ model evaluations was 0.272 with a 
standard deviation of 0.261. The mean score for the students’ Lyme models on their 
posttests was 0.681 with a standard deviation of 0.252. The correlation matrix of these 
data (Figure 4.13), revealed two positive correlations. The first one was a positive 
correlation between student’s Lyme disease models posttest scores and overall gains. 
Another positive correlation was between student’s Lyme disease models posttest 
scores and their model evaluation scores. 
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 Pretest, posttest, and retention assessments: Overall, student pretest, 
posttest, and retention assessment analyses revealed a significant net knowledge gain 
between all pretest assessments and posttest assessments. Most question groups 
showed little change between posttest assessments and retention assessment, and all 
question groups showed significant net knowledge gain between all pretest 
assessments and retention assessments. The specific questions for each assessment 
category (tick biology, ecology, disease biology and human impact on disease biology, 
and application) are labelled on each exam found in Appendices C.7-C.11. 
For the tick biology assessment questions (Figure 4.14, Table 4.5), the mean 
score for RACT2 increased from 1.25 to 2.50 between the pretest and posttest 
assessments and decreased from 2.50 to 2.44 between the posttest and retention 
assessments. The sign test (Table 4.6), revealed that the increase in scores between 
the pretest and posttest were significant (p<0.001), that there was not a significant 
change in scores between the posttest and the retention assessment (p=1), and that 
there was a significant change between the pretest and the retention assessments 
(p<0.001).  Because Quinn omitted the tick biology assessment questions from the 
posttest for RACT3, the only analyzable data were between the pretest and retention 
assessments. For RACT3, the mean score between the pretest and the retention 
assessments increased from 1.23 to 2.09 (Figure 4.14, Table 4.5,) and the sign test 
(Table 4.6) revealed that the increase in mean scores was significant (p=0.002).  
The results for the ecology questions for RACT2 (Table 4.5, Figure 4.15) 
revealed an increase from 1.42 to 2.67 in mean scores between the pretest and posttest 
assessments and decrease from 2.67 to 2.21 in mean scores between the posttest and 
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retention assessments. For RACT3, there was an increase in mean score from 1.33 to 
2.67 between the pretest and posttest assessments and a decrease in mean score from 
2.67 to 2.21 between the posttest and retention assessments. The sign test results for 
both RACT2 and RACT3 (Table 4.7) indicated that the differences in pretest and 
posttest scores, the posttest and retention scores, and the pretest and retention scores 
were all statistically significant (p<0.05).  
For the disease biology and human impact on disease biology questions, in 
RACT2, there was an increase in mean score from 1.31 to 2.63 between the pretest 
and posttest assessments (Table 4.5, Figure 4.16) and a decrease in mean score from 
2.63 to 2.33 between posttest and retention assessments (Table 4.5, Figure 4.16). The 
sign test (Table 4.8) results revealed that the differences in mean score between the 
pretest and posttest assessment were significantly different (p<0.001). The differences 
between the posttest and retention assessments for RACT2 were not significant 
(p=0.388), but the differences between the pretest and retention assessments were 
significant (p<0.001). The mean scores for RACT3 increased from 1.32 to 2.52 between 
the pretest and posttest assessments (Table 4.5, Figure 4.16). The mean scores then 
decreased from 2.52 to 2.33 between the posttest and retention assessments for 
RACT3 (Table 4.5, Figure 4.16). The Sign Tests results for RACT3 (Table 4.8) showed 
that the differences between the pretest and posttest assessments were significant 
(p<0.001), the differences between the posttest and retention assessments were not 
significant (p=0.149), and that the differences between the pretest and retention 
assessments were significant (p<0.001). 
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Finally, the application question results for RACT2 (Table 4.5, Figure 4.17) 
indicated that there was an increase in mean score from 1.08 to 2.66 between the 
pretest and posttest assessments and a decrease in score from 2.66 to 2.50 between 
the posttest and retention assessments. The results of the Sign Test (Table 4.9) show 
that the increase in mean score between the pretest and posttest assessments was 
significant (p<0.001). It also revealed that there were not significant differences between 
the posttest and the retention assessments (p=0.549) and that there were significant 
differences between the pretest and retention assessments (p<0.001). For RACT3, 
these questions were not included in the pretest, but the mean scores (Table 4.5, Figure 
4.17) between the posttest and retention assessments decreased from 2.36 to 2.24. 
The sign test for these results showed that there were no significant differences 
(p=0.607) between the posttest and retention assessment scores (Table 4.9). 
 Comic assessments: I analyzed all student data obtained for the comic 
assessment except for one student in RACT2 because they did not answer the comic 
questions in the retention exam. Overall, for the comic assessments my summary 
analyses for RACT2 (Figure 4.18) showed a mean comic recall score of 0.810 with a 
standard deviation of 0.06 and the mean comic retention score was 0.848 with the 
standard deviation of 0.120. The combined mean score of the comic recall and retention 
score was 0.831 with a standard deviation of 0.070. The posttest score mean was 0.866 
with a standard deviation of 0.111. The correlation matrix of these data (Figure 4.19), 
including student gains revealed that there were no significant correlations between 
these data. 
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For RACT3, my comic assessments summary analyses (Figure 4.20) showed a 
mean comic recall score of 0.810 with a standard deviation of 0.099 and the mean 
comic retention score was 0.636 with the standard deviation of 0.194. The combined 
mean score of the comic recall and retention score was 0.714 with a standard deviation 
of 0.148. The posttest score mean was 0.885 with a standard deviation of 0.089. The 
correlation matrix of these data (Figure 4.21), including student gains revealed that 
there was a positive correlation between posttest scores and comic recall as well as a 
positive correlation between comic recall and comic retention. 
Considering individual student data (Table 4.10) for RACT2 our data showed that 
the students that scored lower on their posttest and had lower gains compared to their 
peers scored better on the comic recall and comic retention questions than their peers 
that scored higher on the exam and/or had high overall gains. However, these results 
are not paralleled in RACT3. Overall, middle achieving students or students whose 
gains and posttest scores were closer to the average gains and pretest scores of the 




The state of Illinois, 20 additional U.S. states and the District of Columbia have 
adopted the Next Generation Science Standards and Framework associated with these 
standards (NSTA 2018). As more states adopt these standards the need for lessons 
and materials that include the PEs, CCCs, SEPs, or DCIs outlined in these standards 
grows. The central goal of this study were to develop an in-depth outline of a unit that 
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has been both piloted and revised to a point where the unit can be refined into a lesson 
plan. Through analyses of student and teacher data I sought to answer the following six 
questions: 
 
1. What type of revisions, over multiple years and pilots, have been made 
throughout the unit and why? 
a. How did these revisions impact student-generated models? 
 
2. What types of information are students retaining from the unit? 
a. How does this relate to the NGSS and Framework? 
 
3. How well were students able to recall information from the comics created for this 
unit? 
a. Were students able to draw connections between information from comic 
panels to its larger role in the spread of Lyme disease? 
 
Changes/revisions 
 Many of the revisions made in this unit were driven by the teacher’s reflections 
on the unit and student products (Table 4.2). In terms of the unit in its current state after 
revisions, the interview with Ms. Quinn Harper concerning her reflections on the unit 
revisions indicated that most changes improved the unit as a whole and improved 
student learning. For instance, after RACT1 Quinn indicated that the unit (Lesson 2) 
needed more case studies. By adding more case studies, Quinn observed that students 
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were looking at these materials more critically, and this in turn improved the lesson. In 
lesson 4, after RACT2, Quinn indicated that the length of the activity was both long and 
distracted from the flow of the unit. In response, a new activity, “Arthropod Data Cards,” 
was created to address these concerns. Quinn commended the ‘Arthropod Data Cards” 
because she felt that they helped students better understand the differences between 
tick and other arthropods and she indicated that the new material led to targeted 
learning. This is supported by the student assessment scores which show that both 
RACT2 and RACT3 students scored significantly better on their retention scores than 
their posttest scores. Although the changes to the materials resulted in the students 
learning fewer details about tick biology both Quinn’s observations and the 
assessments indicate that students were still able to improve their understanding of tick 
biology. For lesson 5, in both RACT1 and RACT2, Quinn indicated that she did not feel 
satisfied with this lesson in terms of complexity. As a response, an optional Lyme Bend 
activity was created so that if time allowed, teachers could increase the complexity of 
the unit. Quinn indicated that this new addition improved the lesson overall. One 
problem with the Lyme Bend was that the experiment completed in the lesson was 
dependent on the Carolina® ELISA Simulation Kit, which may not be affordable for all 
teachers. During lesson 8, students in RACT1 and RACT2 conducted an experiment 
using live ticks to determine how ticks find their hosts. However, because this 
experiment was too complex to run without risking the safety of students and the 
teachers and too expensive, the experiment was replaced with videos of the 
experiment. Quinn indicated that these videos were not engaging and that this change 
resulted in her no longer wanting to use these materials. As a follow-up question, I 
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asked Quinn about the use of a simulation of the experiment in the form of a computer 
game where students can still design their experiments and then test their prediction 
using a simulation. She responded that she felt that a simulation would be more 
engaging for the students than the videos. 
 After RACT1 (Lesson 11) Quinn indicated that students were not naturally asking 
questions that would lead to the next part of the storyline. In response, a scenario was 
added to help facilitate and direct students’ questions to move through the storyline 
more smoothly. However, during Quinn’s reflections on the unit revisions about this 
scenario, she indicated that students were still not responding as expected. In both 
RACT2 and RACT3, Quinn indicated that, when presented with this scenario, students 
come up with other solutions to the scenario, such as just killing or removing all of the 
ticks. Overall, this revision did not prove to be successful and therefore still needs to be 
improved.  
In lesson 13, Quinn indicated that in RACT1 students found the material very 
confusing; after revisions, students struggled with this lesson less. Quinn indicated that 
although there was improvement, some students still struggle with the scenario activity 
because it presents students with scenarios that have more than one answer. The 
improvement of student understanding of this material can be seen in the 3rd models of 
RACT2 (Figure 4.4) and RACT3 (Figure 4.8). Although reservoir competence is 
addressed in the 3rd models of all pilots, RACT2 and RACT3 include predictive 
relationships between Lyme disease presence in their third models. This is achieved by 
the inclusion of how Lyme disease occurrence responds to absence or presence of 
animals with varying reservoir competence.  
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For lesson 15, Quinn indicated that although important, the initial material 
developed and utilized in RACT2 was confusing for students. For RACT3, Quinn 
discussed in her interview that although the materials were better the overall lesson was 
still weak. Looking back, the student assessment questions about climate change were  
addressed in the question group, disease biology and human impact on disease biology 
(Figure 4.16). From the assessments of questions from this group, it would appear that 
students are better able to answer these questions when comparing their pretest scores 
and posttest scores as well as their pretest scores and retention scores. Since Quinn 
indicated that this lesson is weak, this lesson could benefit from minor revisions such as 
transforming graphs into simplified versions. Quinn discussed that these graphs may be 
too complex for first year high school students. 
 It would appear that the revisions to the modelling exercises were successful in 
terms of students generating models, but not as successful in terms of student 
understanding about what makes their models a model. This is made evident by 
comparing the models that students made between RACT1, RACT2, and RACT3. 
During the first pilot of the unit, lesson 15 was absent so these students were not 
exposed to materials relating climate change and the spread of Lyme disease. 
However, they were given materials about how biodiversity and forest size relate to the 
spread of Lyme disease. When looking at the final models of RACT1 (Figure 4.2), 
students did not include these data in their models and therefore their final models did 
not explain the phenomenon they were exploring in its entirety. As a response to both 
the student’s final models and Quinn’s observations, we added guidelines to the models 
in the form of a “Gotta-have It” list. When looking at the final models for RACT2 (Figure 
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4.5) and RACT3 (Figure 4.9), it can be seen that these models explain the whole 
phenomenon – “why are these kids getting sick and how can we stop the spread of the 
disease?” It would also appear that the introduction and revision of the “Gotta-have It” 
list may have changed how students approach the use of text in their models since we 
saw changes in the use of text throughout each RACT. However, this difference 
we observed may have also been dependent on the group of students and not the 
introduction and revision of the “Gotta-have It” list or even a mixture of both the students 
and the “Gotta-have It” lists. Quinn indicated through her “reflections on the unit 
revisions” that she feels that she has seen overall improvement of the models. She did 
indicate that although the “Gotta-have It” list has helped improve the models, students 
still struggle to put everything they’ve learned into one model. The struggle Quinn is 
describing is apparent in the assessment data about modelling (Figures 4.10 - 4.13), 
where it becomes clear that, while students are able to generate a model for Lyme 
disease, they are not good at explaining what makes their model a model. Without a full 
understanding of what makes a model, a model, students are likely struggling to create 
their models because they do not understand what makes a good model and why. 
During revisions, Quinn and I tried to address this disconnect students have about 
modeling by having a discussion during the Lyme Disease Unit about what makes a 
model a model and what makes a model a good model but based on student 
assessment for RACT2 and RACT3 (Figure 4.10 - 4.13), this activity was not 
successful. Not only did we not see an improvement on the student model evaluation 
scores between RACT2 and RACT3, but there was also a positive correlation between 
model scores and model explanation scores for RACT3 (Figure 4.13) leading us to 
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realize that our model activity is not helping the students that may be struggling to 
understand the content of the unit. The use of Sage Modeler in Lesson 14 was also not 
as successful as expected. Although in her reflections Quinn indicated that the Sage 
Modeler activity was helpful when thinking about relationships which ultimately helped 
improve models, she also felt that the program was too difficult for students to use. 
 
Student Assessments 
Overall, our pretest, posttest and retention assessments analyses revealed 
significant improvement on student scores between the pretest and posttest 
assessment. Additionally, these analyses showed in most cases that there was no 
significant difference between posttest and retention analyses and that there were 
significant gains between the pretest and retention assessments. 
Although there are no specific PEs, CCCs, SEPs, or DCIs that focus on tick 
biology, I felt that understanding the main organism was important since ticks are 
primary vector of Lyme disease (CDC 2018). However, ticks have complex relationships 
with humans and other animals in their ecosystem and by identifying these relationships 
students can apply their observations to other animals and infer that many animals 
interact with each other and are a part of a complex ecosystem. Having this background 
knowledge helps prepare students for the some of the main PEs and DCIs covered by 
this unit, specifically the PE encompassing complex ecosystem interactions (HS-LS2-6) 
and the DCIs that focus on ecosystem dynamics, relationships in ecosystems, and 
biodiversity (LS2.A, LS2.C, & LS4.D) (NGSS Lead States 2013, National Research 
Council 2012). The pretest and posttest data for both RACT2 and RACT3 suggest that 
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there was overall a net gain in understanding tick biology. Additionally, for RACT2, my 
analyses also revealed that there was not a significant loss in the student abilities to 
apply this information even after some time had passed. Unfortunately, it is not possible 
to comment on the differences between the posttest and retention test for RACT3 
because the tick biology questions were not present on the RACT3 posttest.  
The group of ecology questions in these exams focused on two of the ecology 
and ecosystems PEs (HS-LS2-2, HS-LS2-6), two of the DCIs (LS2.A & LS2.C), two of 
the CCCs (cause and effect & stability and change), and main practice, developing and 
using models, covered in this unit.. My analyses of the pretest and retention exams for 
these questions indicated that overall, there was a significant net gain in student’s 
growth. However, these analyses revealed that between the posttest and retention 
exam where was also significant lost in the students’ ability to answer these questions 
correctly. It is important to note that it is possible that this loss may have been due to 
how the exams were written as many students did not complete the exams in their 
entirety – this was primarily seen on the pretests and retention exams. Because of the 
significant net gains between the pretest and retention test, I feel that these data 
indicate that overall, students gained a deeper understanding of ecological concepts as 
well as the ability to create models. Because there was an overall net gain in the 
student’s scores concerning tick biology and ecology, specifically students 
demonstrated that they were able to model a complex ecosystem and describe how 
ecosystems and disease presence can be affected by loss of diversity in an ecosystem, 
it is reasonable to conclude that students are reaching the PEs, DCIs, CCCs, and SEPs 
mentioned above. 
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Two PEs (HS-LS2-7 & HS-LS4-6) and two the DCIs (LS2-C, LS24-D) of this unit 
were focused on human impact factors. Both RACT2 and RACT3 analyses of the third 
grouping of questions, disease biology and human impact on disease biology, revealed 
that overall, from pretest to posttest, as well as from pretest to retention, there was a 
statistically significant net gain in the students’ ability to answer these questions 
correctly. My analyses also showed that there was no significant change from posttest 
to the retention test for both RACT2 and RACT3, despite a slight decrease in the 
students answering these questions correctly. This indicates that these concepts were 
not forgotten by the students. On their assessments students successfully describe how 
humans can impact the spread of disease in an ecosystem and affect animal 
populations. Additionally, students were able to analyze and interpret climate change 
data and apply their knowledge of tick biology to describe how climate change can 
affect tick populations, tick activity and disease transmission. Because students not only 
showed improvement between the pretests and posttest scores but also showed that 
they were retaining the ability to answer the questions described above, students have 
demonstrated that they were able to reach the PEs and DCIs addressed in this section.  
In addition to the importance of PEs, NGSS emphases the importance of SEPs, 
CCCs, and DCIs. The last grouping of questions regarding the application of the content 
presented in the unit addressed both the final PE (HS-LS2-1) and the students’ abilities 
to engage in the final SEPs, CCCs, and DCIs, such as engaging in argument from 
evidence, stability and change, and how these play into ecosystem dynamics. Both the 
pretest to posttest and the pretest to retention exams for RACT2 indicated an overall 
significant next gain in student’s ability to answer these application questions. 
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Additionally, my analyses revealed for both RACT2 and RACT3 that although there was 
a decrease in student scores between the posttest and retention exam, this decrease 
was not significant which indicates that the students are remembering these SEPs, 
CCCs, and DCIs. This application question focused on students analyzing data 
concerning carrying capacity and population dynamics. Since students were successful 
at explaining how populations of these animals were going to be affected by changes in 
food availability and how disease presence is also connected to food availability and 




In terms of the comic assessment, both RACT2 and RACT3 students had a high 
mean (above 76%) of recalling aspects of the comics. In regard to their abilities to retain 
information from the Lyme Disease Unit that was related to the comics, RACT2 students 
had a high mean average score while RACT3 students had a high average mean 
(between 51% and 75%). For RACT2 there were no correlations between posttest 
scores, overall gains, comic recall, and comic retention which means students that 
scored higher on the posttests did not score higher or lower on the comic recall or comic 
retention assessment. However, for RACT3, there was a positive correlation between 
student posttest scores and comic recall which indicates that as students scored higher 
on their posttests, comic recall scores also increased. Additionally, for RACT3, there 
was a positive correlation between comic recall and comic retention indicating that 
students who were able to answer comic recall questions correctly also were able to 
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score comic retention questions correctly as well. Interestingly, when looking at the 
individual student data, for RACT2, the two lowest achieving students had a similar 
score on the comic recall and retention questions as the higher achieving students and 
the medium-achieving students scored the lowest overall. In RACT3, the exact opposite 
was seen since the medium-achieving students scored the best on the comic recall and 
retention. This finding is similar to the findings of Lin & Lin (2016) who found that 
medium-achieving students benefited the most from comics when they were used to 
teach nanotechnology.  
 
Future Directions 
 The next steps for this unit include addressing revisions, as well as translating 
this Lyme Disease unit into usable lesson plans. The revisions proposed here have 
been consolidated in Table 4.11. In terms of the material revisions, one of the minor 
revisions that needs to be completed is the Lyme bend activity in lesson 5. We want to 
keep the activity because in Quinn’s reflection on the unit revisions, she indicated that 
this activity helped tie up some lose ends that she mentioned were present in her 
comments and reflections on the unit after RACT2. However, the use of the Carolina® 
ELISA Simulation Kit does not align with the conceptual framing of equity because may 
be too expensive for some teachers. We want to revise the materials needed to 
complete the experiment while still achieving the same overall results in learning 
outcomes. We want to essentially create our own instructions for an ELISA Simulation 
Kit but using cheaper materials such as the pH indicator phenolphthalein and liquid 
soap or some other accessible base. For the experiment in lesson 8, I already have 
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data collected for each of the choice tests so now these data need to be translated into 
a simulation game or comic and data analysis activity for students to conduct in place of 
the videos or use of at least one video. In Quinn’s reflection concerning changing the 
tick experiment into a video format, she indicated that she would not use this activity 
again because students were not as engaged as they were in previous iterations of this 
lab.  Sauter et al. (2013) suggests that using both simulations and video provide 
students with the greatest benefit. By using a short video to demonstrate the lab, 
students can gain a sense of realness for the experiment, while a simulation of some 
sort allows students to feel as though they are collecting data (Sauter et al. 2013). Our 
proposed solution would overall allow students to either collect and analyze data or just 
analyze data, which we predict would allow students to feel connected to the science 
and align with the Framework which outlines that students should aim to mirror scientific 
practices (National Research Council 2012). Additionally, to address concerns in 
Lesson 11, I think perhaps the best way to address this concern is to actually modify 
Lesson 10 so that DNA blast is completed in two sessions rather than one or adding the 
percentages of ticks infected with Lyme. Quinn indicated in both RACT2 and RACT3 
that students were still struggling with the beginning of Lesson 11. Addressing concerns 
about this lesson will require continued collaboration with Quinn to determine the best 
way to revise this lesson. The final minor revision would be to redraw the graphs in 
Lesson 15 and then discuss with Quinn if she feels the new graphs are appropriate for 
first year high school students. Graphs pulled directly from scientific papers have built in 
assumptions about the reader’s background knowledge (Roth et al. 1999). Since most 
students will not have the same background knowledge as a scientist referencing the 
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work of a scientific paper, if these graphs used in a high school context they may need 
some modification to help students understand what the graph is portraying (Roth et al. 
1999). Because the graphs in Lesson 15 were originally pulled directly from scientific 
papers, they would likely need some modification to help at least partially close gap of 
the student background knowledge and the background knowledge of those who would 
read the papers from which the graphs were originally published. 
Revisions for modelling activities also need to be done. This unit needs to better 
explain what makes a model a good model. Instead of doing this during the unit I think it 
could be done before the unit begins. Student could have an activity where they 
evaluate good and bad models and then discuss why they came to these conclusions. 
This activity could be done at any time before the Lyme Disease Unit and can be helpful 
in general because the NGSS indicate the importance of students using models to 
explain various phenomena. Finally, the Sage Modeler activity needs to be revised and 
one way to accomplish this is by placing the activity earlier in the unit. Quinn indicated 
that this activity was important but tricky to use because of the complexity of the 
information that students are trying to incorporate into their models. Using the program 
became difficult, and the program did not always work. If the Sage Modeler activity was 
placed earlier in the unit, students would have less information to incorporate into the 
models which would shorten the activity but students would still be able to benefit from 
using the program and think about relationships between organisms, which Quinn 
indicated was an important output of the activity. Looking at student models, students 
do not start including complex relationships between animals until after the Sage 
Modeler activity. By moving Sage Modeler to an earlier lesson, specifically, Lesson 11, 
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students would be given the opportunity to start thinking about the relationships 
between ticks, their hosts and Lyme disease much earlier. Overall, we predict this would 
lead to a better understanding of models, which was revealed to need improvement 
based on student data, as well as provide additional aid to the changes in the data for 
lesson 10.  
Despite the fact that this Lyme Disease unit might still benefit from some 
revisions, it is ready to be translated into lesson plans. It has been through three pilot 
trials and most of the major issues with the unit have been addressed. One of the 
biggest concerns of teachers in general is the length of units and this unit in its current 
state is 6-8weeks long. While Quinn indicated that this unit is long in her unit revision 
reflections, she never expressed any concerns about the length of the unit. However, in 
personal communications with other teachers at conferences and workshops, they have 
indicated interest in the unit if it was shorter. Because Quinn never gave students 
homework or outside-of-class activities during this unit, every part of the unit was 
completed in class. However, many of these activities have work that can be completed 
by students individually outside-of-class and then shared with the class in order to 
collaborate findings or work in groups on the next part of the unit. While translating the 
unit into lesson plans, parts of lessons that can completed as homework or outside-of-
class can be identified which will in turn make the unit shorter and also give teachers 
the opportunity to have more assessments throughout the unit outside of model 
assessments and final exams. Translating the unit into lesson plans will also increase 
the availability of the unit as a whole, give teachers a clearer idea of how the unit should 
be run, and provide teachers with extra resources if they need them.  
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Final Summary 
 Over the past few years, a Lyme disease ecosystem unit outline was developed 
encompassing multiple PEs, SEPs, DCIs, and CCCs described in the NGSS. The unit 
was framed using both social constructivism theory and a focus on equity. As a whole, 
this unit was created in a social constructivist manner because I co-designed the unit 
with a practicing high school teacher. Relatability of materials and peers collaborating 
are both aspects that the social constructivism theory and equity indicate are important 
for learning. Overall this unit is relatable and relevant to students because currently, this 
black-legged tick and Lyme disease are frequently mentioned in the news due to the 
fact that this tick spreading its range throughout the United States and bringing Lyme 
disease with it (CDC 2018). The material used within the unit become relatable and 
relevant because working together to collect real data about the black-legged tick, how 
these ticks obtain the disease and then spread the disease in addition to collecting data 
about how environmental factors such as biodiversity, forest size and climate change. 
Through the collection of data student in turn can determine their own risk for getting 
Lyme disease and how they can help decrease the spread of Lyme disease. The unit 
was framed with equity in mind through the creation of comics with diverse characters 
and by having students drive the unit and actively draw from their own experiences to 
move the unit forward. Additionally, we have critically reevaluated the unit and have 
outlined future revisions that will lower the cost of the unit which in term will increase the 
accessibility of the unit.  
Through the reflection of the unit and analyses of both student and teacher data, 
we were able to address the questions that this research sought to answer. Throughout 
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the development of the unit both major and minor revisions occurred, and these 
revisions were primarily driven by teacher reflections and student data. Some of these 
changes resulted in an overall improvement of student models, but ultimately did not 
improve the students understanding of what makes a model a good model. The data 
analyses revealed that students were able to retain information about tick biology, 
ecology and disease biology and human impact on disease biology. Additionally, 
students were able to retain the ability to apply what they learned in this unit to new 
situations which was seen in the application question assessment. The information that 
students retained related back to 5 PEs, 9 SEPs, 5 DCIs, and 4 CCCs outlined in the 
NGSS and Framework. Our comic analyses revealed that students were able to recall 
information from the comics as well as explain how the material from the comic related 
back to Lyme disease. In terms of academic performance, between RACT2 and RACT3 
there were mixed results about student benefit from the use of comics.  
This unit still requires some revisions of material, but overall is ready to be 
translated into lesson plans. As a result, more teachers and use the unit and therefore 
more data can be collected. If more teachers implement the unit, the unit can be 
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Figure 4.2:  Lyme Disease unit models from one group in RACT1. (A) Is the first model, 




Figure 4.3: Lyme Disease Unit models from group A in RACT2.  A) Is the first model, 

































Figure 4.10: Mean scores of RACT2 students’ model analyses comparing the students’ 
score for evaluating their model and the score they received on their posttest model 
(N=8). The black dot represents the mean of the students’ scores. The black bar 
represents the standard deviation from the mean. The light grey dots represent a lose 




Figure 4.11: Correlation matrix for RACT2 student modeling scores. Blue represents 
positive correlations and red represents negative correlation. The size of the circle 
corresponds with the associated p-value where the largest circle has p-value=0. The 




Figure 4.12: Mean scores of RACT3 students model analyses comparing the students’ 
score for evaluating their model and the score they received on their posttest model 
(N=11). The black dot represents the mean of the students’ scores. The black bar 
represents the standard deviation from the mean. The light grey dots represent a lose 




Figure 4.13: Correlation matrix for RACT3 student modeling scores. Blue represents 
positive correlations and red represents negative correlation. The size of the circle 
corresponds with the associated p-value where the largest circle has p-value=0. The 






Figure 4.14: Mean scores of student pretest, posttest and retention test assessment 
consisting of two questions about tick biology. RACT2 results are in black (N=16) and 
RACT3 are in red (N=22). Because these questions were not asked in the posttest 





Figure 4.15: Mean scores of student pretest, posttest and retention test assessment 
consisting of three questions about ecology. RACT2 results are in black (N=24) and 




Figure 4.16: Mean scores of student pretest, posttest and retention test assessment 
consisting of two or three questions about disease biology and human impact on 
disease biology. Pretest assessment consisted of 2 questions and the posttest and 
retention assessments consisted of three questions. RACT2 results are in black 




Figure 4.17: Mean scores of student pretest, posttest and retention test assessment 
consisting of three knowledge application questions. RACT2 results are in black (N=24) 
and RACT3 are in red (N=33). Because these questions were not asked in the pretest 


















Figure 4.18: Mean scores of RACT2 students for comic analyses (N=7). The black dot 
represents the mean of the students’ scores. The black bar represents the standard 
deviation from the mean. The light grey dots represent a lose grouping of each students’ 
scores for those questions. (A) Score comparison of comic recall questions and comic 
retention questions. (B) Score comparison of posttest questions and comic recall 
questions. (C) Score comparison of posttest questions and comic retention questions. 






Figure 4.19: Correlation matrix for RACT2 student comic assessment scores. Blue 
represents positive correlations and red represents negative correlation. The size of the 
circle corresponds with the associated p-value where the largest circle has p-value=0. 





Figure 4.20: Mean scores of RACT3 students for comic analyses (N=11). The black dot 
represents the mean of the students’ scores. The black bar represents the standard 
deviation from the mean. The light grey dots represent a lose grouping of each students’ 
scores for those questions. (A) Score comparison of comic recall questions and comic 
retention questions. (B) Score comparison of posttest questions and comic recall 
questions. (C) Score comparison of posttest questions and comic retention questions. 





Figure 4.21: Correlation matrix for RACT3 student comic assessment scores. Blue 
represents positive correlations and red represents negative correlation. The size of the 
circle corresponds with the associated p-value where the largest circle has p-value=0. 






























RACT 1 2016-17 3 55 X    X X  
RACT 2 2017-18 1 8 X X X X* X X  
RACT 3 2018-19 1 11 X X X X X  X 
 
X indicates that these data were collected. 





Table 4.2: Summary and reasoning for changes in Lyme Disease Unit lessons after RACT1 & RACT2 
 
Lesson RACT Changes made after RACT  
Why changes were made/data 
collected that led to change 
1 1 
Updated the introduction comic to 
contain more accurate information 
• Sick kids’ diagnoses changed 
from rheumatoid arthritis to 
arthritis 
• Adult & elderly diagnosis 
changed from rheumatoid 
arthritis common in elderly to 
arthritis was common among 
adults, not just the elderly 
• Changes were made to 
reflect more accurate 
information 
2 No changes were made  
2 1 
Patient files were updated 
• 4 new patient case files were 
added 
• Patient diet information was 
added 
• Patient class was added 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o This lesson was 
not complex 
enough 
• Classroom observations 












Table 4.2 (cont.): 
 
2 2 
Patient files were updated 
• 2 healthy patient case files 
were added 
• Patient SES class was 
replaced with family income 
bracket 
Patient travel data was added 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o Healthy patient 
files might help 
students with this 
activity 
• Classroom observations 
Multiple students 
requested the additional 
information about the 
patients during RACT2 
3 1 
• “Wound card” activity was 
replaced with “Animals in 
Connecticut that make you sick 
card” activity 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o Students got 
through the activity 
too quickly and 
were not really 
learning anything 
from it 
o Teacher had to 
lead students to 
ask for these 
materials and that 
the transition to 
this activity 
seemed forced  
• Classroom observations 









• Animal diet and habitat was 
added to the Animals in 
Connecticut that make you sick 
cards 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 






• Classroom observations 




• Optional lab was added which 
included 
o Outside insect collection 
o Identification of insects 
collected using a 
dichotomous key 
• Tick disease cards text were 
updated 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o Students did not 
really know how to 
identify a tick and 
that adding this 
might be helpful 
and fun to do as a 
lab 
• Changes were made to 
reflect more accurate 
information 
2 
• Lab added after RACT1 
replaced with “Arthropod data 
card” activity 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o The original lab, 
while fun, took 
away from unit 




Table 4.2 (cont.): 
 
5 
1 No changes were made   
2 
• Scale bars added to “Things 
that make you sick cards” 
• New photos and the scientific 
names of the specific bacterial 
diseases to the “Tick bacterial 
disease cards” 
• Optional activity called “The 
Lyme Bend” which included an 
ELISA lab experiment was 
added 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o Additional 
information would 
be helpful on these 
data cards 
o ELISA activity was 
added because 
there was a need 
for a hands-on 
activity and that 
students still had 
more questions 
about the sick 
patients that we 
never addressed 
6 1 No changes were made  2 No changes were made  
7 1 
• Clarified tick mating panel in 
tick life cycle comic 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o Panel was slightly 
confusing 
2 No changes were made  
8 1 
• Apparatus for tick experiment 
was changed 
• Classroom observations 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o Apparatus was 
difficult to use 	
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• Videos of tick experiments 
were created 
• Classroom observations 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o As the new 
apparatus resulted 




were made so the 




• *Created “Gotta-have it” 
worksheets for student models 
 
* See note section at end of table 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o Students needed a 
lot of guidance for 
models  
• Student Models 
o The models were 
not as expected 
and did not align 
with the necessary 





Table 4.2 (cont.): 
 
9  2 
• Added a “what makes a model 
discussion” to the lesson 
• Added scenarios to 




*See note section at end of table 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o Students needed a 
lot of guidance for 
models  
• Student Models 
o The models were 
improved but not 
cohesive enough 
10 1 No changes were made  2 No changes were made  
11 1 
• Teacher-student discussion 
activity added 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o Transition from the 
previous lesson to 
this lesson 
seemed too forced 
2 No changes were made  
12 1 
• Carrying capacity game was 
updated 
• Teacher-student discussion 
and question session added to 
lesson 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o Instructions were 
not clear and that 
students were 
confused 
o The lesson lacked 
a wrap-
up/summary of the 
activity to ensure 
that all students 
were on the same 
page 
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Table 4.2 (cont.): 
 
12 2 No changes were made  
13 1 
• Reworded and revised “Vector 
Competence comic” 
o Comic renamed 
“Disease competence 
comic” 
• Comic follow-up activity 
revised 
o Additional explanations 
and outcomes were 
added to the answer key 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o Students were 
very confused after 
this lesson and 
that they struggled 
to understand the 
content of this 
lesson 
2 No changes were made  
14 1 
• Sage Modeler activity was 
completely revised 
• Teacher guide for Sage 
Modeler was created 
• Content to Pre-Sage Modeler 
activity was added 
• Minor revisions to activity 
questions were made 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o Confusing for both 
her and the 
students 
o Both content and 
the program were 
hard to understand 
 
2 No changes were made  
15 
1 • Material for this lesson was generated 
 
2 
• Activity content was revised to 
include different data 
• Teacher comments and 
reflection on the unit 
o Some of the data 
used in this lesson 
were confusing to 
the students 
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Table 4.2 (cont.): 
 
16 1 
• Material for this lesson was 
generated 
 




• Note: The “Gotta-have it” 
worksheet mentioned in 
Lesson 9 was also made for 
subsequent modeling activities 
throughout the unit, not just 
Lesson 9 
• An Investigator’s Journal was 
added after each lesson. 
• “Gotta-have it” lists were 
made for all models in 
order to remain 
consistent 
• The Investigator’s Journal 
was added because 
Quinn indicated that it 
might be helpful for 
students to have a place 
where they write down 
what happened after 
each lesson, what 
evidence was collected, 
and what the next 
investigation would be  
2 
• Note: The scenarios added to 
accompany the “Gotta-have it” 
list mentioned in Lesson 9 was 
also made for subsequent 
modeling activities throughout 







Table 4.3: Description of the Lyme Disease Unit lessons which includes the main question(s) or investigation for each 






Science and Engineering 
Practices (SEPs) 




1 Introduction to phenomenon 
• Developing and using 
models 
• Engaging in argument from 
evidence 
• Constructing explanations 
and designing solutions 
Building towards: 
• LS2.C: Ecosystem 
Dynamics, Functioning, 
and Resilience 
• LS4.D: Biodiversity and 
Humans 
• Cause and effect 
• Stability and 
change 
2 Why are these kids getting sick? 
• Engaging in argument from 
Evidence 
• Constructing explanations 
and designing solutions 
Building towards: 
• LS2.C: Ecosystem 
Dynamics, Functioning, 
and Resilience 
• LS4.D: Biodiversity and 
Humans 
• Cause and effect 
3 
What kinds of 
animals make you 
sick? 
• Asking questions and 
defining problems 
• Analyzing and interpreting 
data 
Building towards: 
• LS2.C: Ecosystem 
Dynamics, Functioning, 
and Resilience 





• Cause and effect 
• Patterns 
• Scale, proportion, 
and quantity 
4 
What makes a tick 
a tick? 
 
What tick could 
have bit our kids? 
• Developing and using 
models 
• Engaging in argument from 
evidence 
• Analyzing and interpreting 
data 
Building towards: 









Table 4.3 (cont.): 
 
5 
What is the tick 
spreading to kids 
that is making 
them tick? 
• Engaging in argument from 
evidence 
• Analyzing and interpreting 
data 
Building towards: 





• Scale, proportion, 
and quantity 
6 
How are ticks 
getting our kids 
sick? 
 
Where are ticks 
getting the 
disease? 
• Asking questions and 
defining problems   
7 What do we know about ticks? 
• Developing and using 
models 
• Analyzing and interpreting 
data 
Building towards: 





8 How are ticks finding their host? 
• Planning and carrying out 
investigations 
• Analyzing and interpreting 
data 
Building towards: 
• LS2.C: Ecosystem 
Dynamics, Functioning, 
and Resilience 




• Cause and effect 





Table 4.3 (cont.): 
 
9 
How are ticks 
getting our kids 
sick? 
 
Where are ticks 
getting the disease 
(Lyme)? 
• Developing and using 
models 
• Obtaining, evaluating and 
communicating information 
Building towards: 
• LS2.C: Ecosystem 
Dynamics, Functioning, 
and Resilience 
• LS2.A: Interdependent 
Relationships in 
Ecosystems 




10 What animals are ticks feeding on? 
• Developing and using 
models 
• Analyzing and interpreting 
data 
• LS2.A: Interdependent 
Relationships in 
Ecosystems 




• Systems and 
system models 
11 Are deer and Lyme related? 
• Asking questions and 
defining problems 
• Analyzing and interpreting 
data 
• Scientific Knowledge is 
Open to Revision in Light of 
New Evidence 
• LS2.A: Interdependent 
Relationships in 
Ecosystems 
• LS2.C: Ecosystem 
Dynamics, Functioning, 
and Resilience 
• Cause and effect 
• Scale, proportion, 
and quantity 
• Stability and 
change 
12 
Hold up - why 
aren’t I covered in 
ticks? 
• Analyzing and interpreting 
data 
• Using Mathematics and 
computation thinking 
• Engaging in argument from 
evidence 
 
• LS2.A: Interdependent 
Relationships in 
Ecosystems 
• LS2.C: Ecosystem 
Dynamics, Functioning, 
and Resilience 
• Cause and effect 
• Scale, proportion, 
and quantity 




Table 4.3 (cont.): 
 
13 Are mice and Lyme related? 
• Analyzing and interpreting 
data 
• Engaging in argument from 
evidence 
• Scientific Knowledge is 
Open to Revision in Light of 
New Evidence 
• LS2.C: Ecosystem 
Dynamics, Functioning, 
and Resilience 
• LS4.D: Biodiversity and 
Humans 
• Cause and effect 
• Stability and 
change 
14 What role do other animals play? 
• Analyzing and interpreting 
data 
• Using Mathematics and 
computation thinking 
• Engaging in argument from 
evidence 
• Scientific Knowledge is 
Open to Revision in Light of 
New Evidence 
• Developing and using 
models 
• LS2.C: Ecosystem 
Dynamics, Functioning, 
and Resilience 
• LS4.D: Biodiversity and 
Humans 
• ETS1.B: Developing 
Possible Solutions 
 
• Cause and effect 
• Stability and 
change 




What other factors 
might affect the 
spread of Lyme 
disease? 
• Asking questions and 
defining problems 
• Analyzing and interpreting 
data 
• Engaging in argument from 
evidence 
• Scientific Knowledge is 
Open to Revision in Light of 
New Evidence 
• LS2.C: Ecosystem 
Dynamics, Functioning, 
and Resilience 
• LS4.D: Biodiversity and 
Humans 
• ESS3.D: Global Climate 
Change 
 
• Cause and effect 






Table 4.3 (cont.): 
 
16 
Putting it all 
together - Land 
development 
project 
• Analyzing and interpreting 
data 
• Engaging in argument from 
evidence 
• Constructing Explanations 
and Designing Solutions 
• ETS1.B: Developing 
Possible Solutions 
• Cause and effect 













Student models include… Student models can… 
RACT Model 
Amount of 




















part of the 
phenomenon: 




part of the 
phenomenon: 
How can we stop 









1 M    /    
2 M /   X    
3* - - - - - - - - 
4 L X   X  X X 
2 
1 H    /    
2 H /   X   X 
3 M X   X   X 
4 L X X X X X X X 
3 
1 M    /    
2 M /   X   X 
3 L X   X / X X 
4 L X X X X X X X 
 
H = High; lots of text 
M = Medium; moderate amount of text 
L = Low; little text 
 
 
/ = model partially fulfills this category 
X = model fully fulfills this category 
 = content not covered in this RACT 
 



















Pre-Test 16 1.250 0.447 0.112 0.238 
Post-Test 16 2.500 0.632 0.158 0.337 
Retention 16 2.436 0.727 0.182 0.388 
3 
Pre-Test 22 1.227 0.429 0.091 0.190 
Post-Test 22 N/A N/A N/A N/A 




Pre-Test 24 1.417 0.654 0.133 0.276 
Post-Test 24 2.667 0.637 0.130 0.269 
Retention 24 2.292 0.690 0.141 0.291 
3 
Pre-Test 33 1.333 0.540 0.094 0.191 
Post-Test 33 2.667 0.540 0.094 0.191 









Pre-Test 16 1.313 0.479 0.120 0.255 
Post-Test 24 2.625 0.495 0.101 0.209 
Retention 24 2.333 0.761 0.155 0.321 
3 
Pre-Test 22 1.318 0.477 0.102 0.211 
Post-Test 33 2.515 0.667 0.116 0.237 




Pre-Test 24 1.083 0.282 0.058 0.119 
Post-Test 24 2.667 0.637 0.130 0.269 
Retention 24 2.500 0.659 0.135 0.278 
3 
Pre-Test 33 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Post-Test 33 2.364 0.699 0.122 0.248 
Retention 33 2.242 0.792 0.138 0.281 
 
N = # students multiplied by the # of questions in that group
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Table 4.6: Sign Test results for tick biology assessment questions 
 
Tests 





2 16 0 13 <0.001*** 
3 22 N/A N/A N/A 
Posttest 
Retention 
2 16 4 7 1 
3 22 N/A N/A N/A 
Pretest 
Retention 
2 16 0 12 <0.001*** 
3 22 1 14 0.002** 
 
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
N = # students multiplied by the # of questions 
 
 
Table 4.7: Sign Test results for ecology assessment questions 
 
Tests 





2 24 1 19 <0.001*** 
3 33 0 30 <0.001*** 
Posttest 
Retention 
2 24 11 14 0.06* 
3 33 15 17 0.002** 
Pretest 
Retention 
2 24 0 16 <0.001*** 
3 33 1 22 <0.001*** 
 
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
N = # students multiplied by the # of questions 
 
 









2 16 0 15 <0.001*** 
3 22 0 20 <0.001*** 
Posttest 
Retention 
2 24 8 12 0.388 
3 33 9 12 0.149 
Pretest 
Retention 
2 16 0 13 <0.001*** 
3 22 0 19 <0.001*** 
 
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 




Table 4.9: Sign Test results for application assessment questions 
 
Tests 





2 24 0 21 <0.001*** 
3 33 N/A N/A N/A 
Posttest 
Retention 
2 24 7 11 0.549 
3 33 9 15 0.607 
Pretest 
Retention 
2 24 0 22 <0.001*** 
3 33 N/A N/A N/A 
 
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 




Table 4.10: Comic Material Analysis 
 







39% 94% 55% + ++ 
2 45% 97% 52% ++ + 
1 33% 82% 48% ++ ++ 
3 48% 94% 45% ++ ++ 
6 55% 94% 39% + + 
7 39% 79% 39% + + 
5 45% 79% 33% ++ ++ 
4 39% 67% 27% + ++ 
Average  43% 86% 42% + + 
18 
3 
33% 87% 53% ++ + 
10 40% 93% 53% ++ + 
19 33% 80% 47% ++ + 
13 47% 93% 47% ++ - 
16 47% 93% 47% + -- 
11 47% 93% 47% ++ + 
12 40% 87% 47% + + 
17 40% 87% 47% ++ ++ 
14 60% 100% 40% + - 
20 60% 93% 33% + -- 
15 40% 67% 27% + -- 
Average  44% 88% 44% + + 
 
-- = score ≤ 50%, - = score 51-66%, + = score 67-82%, ++ = score ≥ 83% 
l 
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Table 4.11: Summary of future changes after RACT3 
 
Lesson Future changes Evidence for need to change 
1 None identified  
2 None identified  
3 None identified  
4 None identified  
5 Create new protocol for ELISA activity so that it includes more accessible materials  
• High cost of ELISA kit does not 
align with goal of accessibility of 
the unit. 
6 None identified  
7 None identified  
8 
To start, create a comic and data sheet so students can both 
design the tick experiment and then instead of conducting 
the experiment, have students analyze the data. Long term, 
create a computer simulation for the experiment. 
• Teacher comments and reflection 
of unit during RACT1 & RACT2 
• Teacher reflections on revisions 
o The videos were not 
engaging 
9 None identified  
10 Add percentages of ticks infected with Lyme and reduce numbers of animals for BLAST activities. 
• Teacher reflections on revisions 
o The scenario we added 
in lesson 11 was not 
working so we thought 
the issue may be 
rooted in these data 
11 Get rid of scenario activity  
12 None identified  
13 None identified  
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Move and revise Sage Modeler activity so that it is after 
Lesson 10. 
• Student models 
o This activity was 
important for students 
to incorporate 
relationships and data 
into their models 
• Teacher comments and reflection 
of unit 
• Teacher reflections on revisions 
o Program was too 
difficult to use with all of 
the data that students 
are expected in 
incorporate  
15 Revise graphs for this activity 
• Teacher reflections on revisions 
o The new data added 
needs better graphs 
16 Review this activity 
• Teacher reflections on revisions 
o This lesson has 
received the least 









Improve introduction to modelling activity. Continue to add 
and revise “Gotta-have it” lists for all modelling activities 
• Student retention questions 
o Model scores indicated 
that most students 
while they could create 
a model, they could not 
describe what makes a 
model a model  
• Teacher comments and reflection 
of unit 
• Teacher reflections on revisions 
o Students were 
struggling with making 
models and while the 
“Gotta-have it” list was 
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APPENDIX A: CHAPTER 2 APPENDIX 
 
   
A.1: Tick microCT scan at 0% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.2: Tick microCT scan at 3% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.3: Tick microCT scan at 6% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 







   
A.4: Tick microCT scan at 9% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.5 Tick microCT scan at 12% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.6: Tick microCT scan at 15% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 









   
A.7: Tick microCT scan at 18% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.8: Tick microCT scan at 21% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.9: Tick microCT scan at 24% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 









   
A.10: Tick microCT scan at 27% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.11: Tick microCT scan at 30% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.12: Tick microCT scan at 33% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 






   
A.13: Tick microCT scan at 36% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.14: Tick microCT scan at 39% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.15: Tick microCT scan at 42% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 







    
A.16: Tick microCT scan at 45% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.17: Tick microCT scan at 48% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.18: Tick microCT scan at 51% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 







   
A.19: Tick microCT scan at 54% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.20: Tick microCT scan at 57% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.21: Tick microCT scan at 60% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 





   
A.22: Tick microCT scan at 63% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
    
A.23: Tick microCT scan at 66% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.24: Tick microCT scan at 69% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 




   
A.25: Tick microCT scan at 72% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.26: Tick microCT scan at 75% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.27: Tick microCT scan at 78% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 








   
A.28: Tick microCT scan at 81% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.29: Tick microCT scan at 84% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.30: Tick microCT scan at 87% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 







   
A.31: Tick microCT scan at 90% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.32: Tick microCT scan at 93% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 
External, anterior view. (Right) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane 
 
 
   
A.33: Tick microCT scan at 96% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 





   
A.34: Tick microCT scan at 100% development. (Left) External, lateral view. (Center) 








    
A.36: Larval Tick microCT scan (Left) Internal view, cross-section sagittal plane. 
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B.1: Graphs of action potential spikes for odors tested in single-sensillum recordings. 




B.2: Graphs of action potential spikes for all odors tested in single-sensillum recordings. 
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APPENDIX C: CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX 
 












C.2: Tick life cycle comic with filled in final panel (used in Lesson 7). The student 



























































C.7: Lyme Disease Unit Pretest RACT2 
 
Key: 
^  - indicates a question used in the tick biology assessment analysis 
*  - indicates a question used in the ecology assessment analysis 
~  - indicates a question used in the disease biology and human impact on disease  
biology assessment analysis 
+  - indicates a question used in the application assessment analysis 
 
Part 1:   Broad science questions 
1. What is your definition of science? 
2. Is science important in the world and why/why not? 
3. How relevant is science in the world and why? 
 
Part 2: Background questions (arthropods) 
1. What makes an insect an insect? 
2. What makes a spider a spider? 
3. ^What makes a tick a tick?  
4. What is the difference between: 
a. Insects and spiders – 
b. Insects and ticks – 
c. Spiders and ticks – 
5. What are five roles insects play in the environment? 
6. What role(s) do spiders play in the environment? 
7. ^What role(s) do ticks play in the environment? 
8. Are insects important? Why/why not? 
9. Are spiders important? Why/why not? 
10. Are ticks important? Why/why not? 
11. What is your general feeling (positive, neutral, negative) concerning… 
a.  Insects - 
b. Spiders -  
c. Ticks – 
 
Part 3: Background questions (ecology) 
1. What is a food web?   
2. In the space below, use your current knowledge to draw a food web. 
3. Draw a food web below that includes mosquitoes, spiders, and ticks (make sure 
you include other animals, one of the animals needs to be a predator).: 
4. In the food web you constructed in Question 3 (p.3), what controls the 
population size/abundance of organisms? 
5. What types of abiotic (non-living) things affect the sizes of populations?  
Explain your reasoning. 
6. What is competition?  Why/how do organisms compete? 
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7. What role does predation play in an ecosystem? 
8. *Describe what would happen to other animal populations when you remove a 
predator from the web. 
9. Name at least three ways a predator might be removed from a food web? 
 
Part 4: Disease questions  
1. What kind of things could make you sick? 
2. Name 5 different ways you can get sick (do not list symptoms): 
3. Describe and draw a model that illustrates how a person with a cold can get 
someone else sick: 
4. Which one is more likely, getting sick from a person or getting sick from a dog?  
Why do you think this is? 
5. ~Malaria is a very common disease spread by mosquitoes in Africa, why isn’t 
malaria common in the US when there are mosquitoes here? 
6. If a bird has West Nile can the bird directly get you sick? 
7. *Redraw your food web that included mosquitoes, spiders, and ticks (p.3).  
Then, in a separate color, draw arrows to show the movement of diseases 
between animals. 
8. *Describe what would happen to other animals, in terms of diseases, when you 
remove a predator from the food web. 
9. What roles do you think humans play in terms of food webs? 
10. ~What roles, other than getting sick, do humans play in disease transmission? 
11. Predict what changes (if any) would occur in your food web, from question 7 
above, if the habitat is fragmented (decreases in size)? 
 
Part 5: Application Questions 




















Moose 100 101 150 98 102 152 102 100 
Chipmunk 600 623 862 621 653 872 612 632 
Parasite 5234 5320 5298 8560 5530 5348 9152 5632 
 
*In the years 2006, 2009, and 2012 there was a mast year, a year when trees produce 
~4x more acorns than normal in the forest.   
 
1. + What predictions can you make about future population sizes (write increase, 
decrease, stay the same) 
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Animal Population predictions 
over the next two years 
(2013-2014). 
How did you come to these 
conclusions? 
Moose   
Chipmunk   
 Parasite   
 
2. +This parasite can spread Mystery disease X to animals, what predictions can you 
make about the prevalence of this disease in the next two years?  
–2013 predictions: 
–2014 predictions: 
3. +What information did you use to make these predictions? 
 
 
C.8: Lyme Disease Unit Pretest RACT3 
 
Key: 
^  - indicates a question used in the tick biology assessment analysis 
*  - indicates a question used in the ecology assessment analysis 
~  - indicates a question used in the disease biology and human impact on disease  
biology assessment analysis 
+  - indicates a question used in the application assessment analysis 
 
Part 1:   Broad science questions 
1. What is your definition of science? 
2. Is science important in the world and why/why not? 
3. How relevant is science in the world and why? 
  
Part 2: Background questions (arthropods) 
1. What makes an insect an insect? 
2. What makes a spider a spider? 
3. ^What makes a tick a tick? 
4. What is the difference between: 
a. Insects and spiders – 
b. Insects and ticks – 
c. Spiders and ticks – 
5. What are five roles insects play in the environment? 
6. What role(s) do spiders play in the environment? 
7. ^What role(s) do ticks play in the environment? 
8. Are insects important? Why/why not? 
9. Are spiders important? Why/why not? 
10. Are ticks important? Why/why not? 
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11. What is your general feeling (positive, neutral, negative) concerning… 
a. Insects - 
b. Spiders -  
c. Ticks – 
 
Part 3: Background questions (ecology) 
1. What is a food web?   
2. *Draw a food web below that includes mosquitoes, spiders, and ticks (make 
sure you include other animals, one of the animals needs to be a predator). 
3. What is competition?  Why/how do organisms compete? 
4. *Describe what would happen to other animal populations when you remove a 
predator from the web. 
 
Part 4: Disease questions  
1. What kind of things could make you sick? 
2. Name 5 different ways you can get sick (do not list symptoms): 
3. Describe and draw a model that illustrates how a person with a cold can get 
someone else sick: 
4. Which one is more likely, getting sick from a person or getting sick from a dog?  
Why do you think this is? 
5. ~Malaria is a very common disease spread by mosquitoes in Africa, why isn’t 
malaria common in the US when there are mosquitoes here? 
6. If a bird has West Nile can the bird directly get you sick? 
7. *Go back to your food web your completed (p.3, que. 2).  In a separate color, 
draw arrows to show how diseases move between animals. 
8. *Describe what would happen to other animals, in terms of diseases, when you 
remove a predator from the food web. 
9. What roles do you think humans play in terms of food webs? 
10. ~What roles do humans play in disease transmission (not including getting 
sick). 
11. Predict what changes (if any) would occur in your food web (p.3, que. 2), if the 
habitat is fragmented (decreases in size)? 
 
 
C.9: Lyme Disease Unit Posttest RACT2 
 
Key: 
^  - indicates a question used in the tick biology assessment analysis 
*  - indicates a question used in the ecology assessment analysis 
~  - indicates a question used in the disease biology and human impact on disease  
biology assessment analysis 
+  - indicates a question used in the application assessment analysis 
 
Part 1:   Broad science questions 
1. What is your definition of science? 
2. Is science important in the world and why/why not? 
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3. How relevant is science in the world and why? 
 
Part 2: Background questions (ticks) 
1. ^What makes a tick a tick? 
2. What is the difference between: 
a. Insects and ticks – 
b. Spiders and ticks – 
3. ^What role(s) do ticks play in the environment? 
4. Are ticks important? Why/why not? 
5. What is your general feeling (positive, neutral, negative) concerning… 
a. Ticks – 
 
Part 3: Background questions (ecology) 
1. *Draw a model of the Lyme disease ecosystem below. It needs to include ticks 
and other important  animals in the system (make sure you include herbivores 
and carnivores). Then, in a separate color, draw arrows to show the movement 
of diseases between animals. Make sure your arrows are pointed in the correct 
direction based on energy (arrows point to the organism that is gaining the 
energy) and disease flow. 
2. *Describe what would happen to other animals, in terms of diseases, when you 
remove a predator from the food web. 
3. *Describe what would happen to other animal populations when you remove a 
predator from the web. 
4. What types of abiotic (non-living) things affect the sizes of populations?  
Explain your reasoning. 
 
Part 4: Disease questions  
1.  You are a doctor in the New England area. Another doctor, from a neighboring 
clinic, has asked you to look at a case file * of a patient that she has recently 
seen. This doctor suspects that her patient has Lyme disease. * Case file 












Does this case file support the doctor’s suspicion of Lyme disease? Do you 




2. A friend shows you an open sore on his leg. From this sore, your friend has 
concluded that he has been bitten by a tick and will get Lyme disease. 
a. Can you determine from just the sore that your friend has been bitten by a 
tick? 
b. If your friend has been bitten by a tick, give 2 reasons why he cannot 
assume that he has contracted Lyme disease. 
3. What kind of tick causes Lyme disease? 
4. Complete the following table to demonstrate your knowledge of the tick life 
cycle: 
 
Life stage Preferred host (s) Active period 
(summer, spring, 
winter, fall) 
Does this stage 
overwinter after a 
blood meal? 
Put a checkmark 
in one box below 
to indicate which 
life stage is most 
likely to pick up 
lyme disease from 
a host 
1.     
2.     
3.      
 
5. If you are hiking in a forest, where would you be most likely to encounter a tick? 
6. What type of organism causes (not spreads) Lyme disease? 
7. An area of New England has been seeing an increase in the number of people 
being infected with Lyme disease. The locals have been suggesting plans of 
action to stop the rise of Lyme disease and move towards decreasing the 
number of infected individuals. Pick what you think is the best and worst 
suggestion below and explain your reasoning. 
 
a. Relocate all of the deer 
b. Find a way to increase the number of small predators in the system 
c. Introduce more opossums to the forest 
d. Introduce more coyotes to the forest  
e. Spray the entire forest with large quantities of pesticides 
f. Make the forest smaller 
g. Spread rodent nest building material, that has tick pesticides in them, 
throughout the forest  
 
Best idea with reasoning: 
Worst idea with reasoning: 
 
8. What makes an animal a good reservoir vs a poor reservoir? Use examples in 
your answer. 
9. ~Lyme disease is a very common disease spread by ticks in some areas of the 
US, why isn’t Lyme disease common in all areas of the US? 
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10. ~What roles, other than getting other people sick (when infected), do humans 
play in disease prevalence and transmission? Discuss at least two in your 
answer. 
11. ~In the fall, a Ginkgo tree loses all of its leaves in a single day; the loss of 
leaves corresponds with cold weather. Below is recorded data of the day, each 




If the trend (line drawn through data points) shown in the above graph continues, 
what do you predict would happen with tick activity and Lyme disease incidence 
in future years? Explain your reasoning. 
 
Part 5: Application Questions 




















Moose 100 101 150 98 102 152 102 100 
Chipmunk 600 623 862 621 653 872 612 632 
Parasite 5234 5320 5298 8560 5530 5348 9152 5632 
 
*In the years 2006, 2009, and 2012 there was a mast year, a year when trees produce 
~4x more acorns than normal in the forest.   
 
12.  +What predictions can you make about future population sizes (write 
increase, decrease, stay the same) 
Animal Population predictions 
over the next two years 
(2013-2014). 
How did you come to these 
conclusions? 
Moose   
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Chipmunk   
 Parasite   
 
22. +This parasite can spread Mystery disease X to animals, what predictions can 
you make about the prevalence of this disease in the next two years?  
–2013 predictions: 
–2014 predictions: 




C.10: Lyme Disease Unit Postest RACT3 
 
Key: 
^  - indicates a question used in the tick biology assessment analysis 
*  - indicates a question used in the ecology assessment analysis 
~  - indicates a question used in the disease biology and human impact on disease  
biology assessment analysis 
+  - indicates a question used in the application assessment analysis 
 
Part 1: Background questions (ecology) 
1. *Draw a model of the Lyme disease ecosystem below. It needs to include ticks 
and other important  animals in the system (make sure you include herbivores 
and carnivores). Then, in a separate color, draw arrows to show the movement 
of diseases between animals. Make sure your arrows are pointed in the correct 
direction based on energy (arrows point to the organism that is gaining the 
energy) and disease flow. 
2. *Describe what would happen to other animals, in terms of diseases, when you 
remove a predator from the food web. 
3. *Describe what would happen to other animal populations when you remove a 
predator from the web. 
4. What types of abiotic (non-living) things affect the sizes of populations?  
Explain your reasoning. 
 
Part 2: Disease questions  
5.  You are a doctor in the New England area. Another doctor, from a neighboring 
clinic, has asked you to look at a case file * of a patient that she has recently 
seen. This doctor suspects that her patient has Lyme disease. * Case file 













Does this case file support the doctor’s suspicion of Lyme disease? Do you 
need additional information? Explain your reasoning. 
 
 
6. A friend shows you an open sore on his leg. From this sore, your friend has 
concluded that he has been bitten by a tick and will get Lyme disease. 
a. Can you determine from just the sore that your friend has been bitten by a 
tick? 
b. If your friend has been bitten by a tick, give 2 reasons why he cannot 
assume that he has contracted Lyme disease. 
7. What kind of tick causes Lyme disease? 
8. Complete the following table to demonstrate your knowledge of the tick life 
cycle: 
 
Life stage Preferred host (s) Active period 
(summer, spring, 
winter, fall) 
Does this stage 
overwinter after a 
blood meal? 
Put a checkmark 
in one box below 
to indicate which 
life stage is most 
likely to pick up 
lyme disease from 
a host 
1.     
2.     
3.      
 
9. If you are hiking in a forest, where would you be most likely to encounter a tick? 
10. What type of organism causes (not spreads) Lyme disease? 
11. An area of New England has been seeing an increase in the number of people 
being infected with Lyme disease. The locals have been suggesting plans of 
action to stop the rise of Lyme disease and move towards decreasing the 
number of infected individuals. Pick what you think is the best and worst 
suggestion below and explain your reasoning. 
 
a. Relocate all of the deer 
b. Find a way to increase the number of small predators in the system 
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c. Introduce more opossums to the forest 
d. Introduce more coyotes to the forest  
e. Spray the entire forest with large quantities of pesticides 
f. Make the forest smaller 
g. Spread rodent nest building material, that has tick pesticides in them, 
throughout the forest  
 
Best idea with reasoning: 
Worst idea with reasoning: 
 
12. What makes an animal a good reservoir vs a poor reservoir? Use examples in 
your answer. 
13. ~Lyme disease is a very common disease spread by ticks in some areas of the 
US, why isn’t Lyme disease common in all areas of the US? 
14. ~What roles, other than getting other people sick (when infected), do humans 
play in disease prevalence and transmission? Discuss at least two in your 
answer. 
15. ~In the fall, a Ginkgo tree loses all of its leaves in a single day; the loss of 
leaves corresponds with cold weather. Below is recorded data of the day, each 




If the trend (line drawn through data points) shown in the above graph continues, 
what do you predict would happen with tick activity and Lyme disease incidence 
in future years? Explain your reasoning. 
 
Part 3: Application Questions 




















Moose 100 101 150 98 102 152 102 100 
Chipmunk 600 623 862 621 653 872 612 632 
Parasite 5234 5320 5298 8560 5530 5348 9152 5632 
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*In the years 2006, 2009, and 2012 there was a mast year, a year when trees produce 
~4x more acorns than normal in the forest.   
 
16.  +What predictions can you make about future population sizes (write 
increase, decrease, stay the same) 
Animal Population predictions 
over the next two years 
(2013-2014). 
How did you come to these 
conclusions? 
Moose   
Chipmunk   
 Parasite   
 
17. +This parasite can spread Mystery disease X to animals, what predictions can 
you make about the prevalence of this disease in the next two years?  
–2013 predictions: 
–2014 predictions: 
18. +What information did you use to make these predictions? 
 
C.11: Lyme Disease Unit Retention test RACT2&3 
 
Key: 
^  - indicates a question used in the tick biology assessment analysis 
*  - indicates a question used in the ecology assessment analysis 
~  - indicates a question used in the disease biology and human impact on disease  
biology assessment analysis 
+  - indicates a question used in the application assessment analysis 
 
Part 1: Tick Biology 
1. ^What makes a tick a tick? 
2. ^What role(s) do ticks play in the environment? 
 
Part 2: Ecology 
 
3. *A. Draw a model for the Lyme disease ecosystem below. It needs to include 
ticks and other important animals in the system (make sure you include 
herbivores and carnivores). Then, in a separate color, draw arrows to show the 
movement of diseases between animals. Make sure your arrows are pointed in 
the correct direction based on energy (arrows point to the organism that is 
gaining the energy) and disease flow.  
 
B. Explain why your model best represents the Lyme disease ecosystem 
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4. *Describe what would happen to other animals, in terms of diseases, when you 
remove a predator from your model above. 
5. *Describe what would happen to other animal populations when you remove a 
predator from your model. 
 
Part 3: Disease Biology and Human Impact on Disease Biology 
6. ~Lyme disease is a very common disease spread by ticks in some areas of the 
US. Why isn’t Lyme disease common in all areas of the US? 
7. ~What roles, other than getting other people sick (when infected), do humans 
play in disease prevalence and transmission? Discuss at least two roles people 
have in your answer. 
8. ~In the fall, a Ginkgo tree loses all of its leaves in a single day; the loss of leaves 
corresponds with cold weather. Below is recorded data of the day, each year, 
that a specific Ginkgo tree in New Hampshire lost all of it leaves. 
 
 
If the trend (line drawn through data points) shown in the above graph continues, 
what do you predict would happen with tick activity and Lyme disease incidence 
in future years? Explain your reasoning. 
 
Part 3: Application Questions 




















Moose 100 101 150 98 102 152 102 100 
Chipmunk 600 623 862 621 653 872 612 632 
Parasite 5234 5320 5298 8560 5530 5348 9152 5632 
 
*In the years 2006, 2009, and 2012 there was a mast year, a year when trees produce 
~4x more acorns than normal in the forest.   
 
9. +Using the data from the Table above, what predictions can you make about 
future population sizes 
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Animal Population predictions over the next 
two years. 
(Circle what you think will happen to 
the population) 




Stay the same 
Increase 
Decrease 




Stay the same 
Increase 
Decrease 
Stay the same 
 
 Parasite Increase 
Decrease 
Stay the same 
Increase 
Decrease 




10. +This parasite can spread Mystery Disease X to animals, what predictions can 
you make about the prevalence of this disease in the next two years?  
2013 – Predictions:  
2014 – Predictions:  
11. +What information did you use to make these predictions? 
 
Part 4: Comics 
12. Answer the following questions in reference to the comic given throughout the 











In the Lyme Comic, who 
is this?: 
 
In the Lyme Comic, 
who is this?: 
In the Lyme Comic, who 
is this?: 
 
What did they teach you 
about?: 
 
What did they teach 
you about?: 
 















a. Looking at the panel above what was this comic about? 
b. Explain why multiple animals can match your search? 
 






a. Looking at the panel above what was this comic about? 
b. Explain how these panels relate to the main topic of this comic. 







a. Looking at the panel above what was this comic about? 
b. Explain how these panels relate to the main topic of this comic. 
i.  Explain how this information relates the spread of Lyme Disease? 
 





C.12: RACT1 Student Models. Note that group numbers assigned below are only to 
indicate a group of students and were not the same group numbers in pilots. 
 











































C.13: RACT2 Student Models. Note that group numbers assigned below are only to 
indicate a group of students and were not the same group numbers in pilots. 
 






































C.14: RACT3 Student Models. Note that group numbers assigned below are only to 
indicate a group of students and were not the same group numbers in pilots. 
 











































C.15: Teacher reflection on Lyme Disease Unit revisions. This consisted of Quinn’s 
reflections about the unit which were made while she piloted the unit, questions about 
those reflections and Quinn’s responses to those questions. 
 
Revisions to the Lyme Disease Unit content: 
Lesson 2 - Why are these kids getting sick? 
After RACT1 you wrote: 
o Suggestions: 
§ Add more case studies and try to increase the 
complexity for at least a few 
o IDEA - as we progress through the unit students have 
journal/investigative sheets where they record their 
findings and models. 
 
Question: Why did you feel that these additions would help this 
lesson? 
Quinn: “I thought that the addition of more case studies would make 
this more realistic. The inclusion of a kid with similar symptoms but with 
a different disease and the inclusion of kids without any disease 
symptoms made the students look at the cases more critically. It made 




Lesson 4 - What do we know about ticks? What makes a tick a tick?: 
After RACT2 Quinn wrote: 
o I think that using the dichotomous key is going to be tricky 
for many students as we all have limited background in 
insect & arachnid biology. 
o Students struggled to use the dichotomous key since they 
have not had any lessons on Arthropod anatomy. They 
didn’t know most of the structures and there are some 
structures identified in the dichotomous key that were not 
in the arachnid and insect anatomy handout. 
o Not sure what we should do with this lesson as it pertains 
to the main Lyme unit. I do think that it would be helpful to 
have a mini lesson on tick anatomy and physiology. So 
really, what makes a tick a tick. 
o I think that spending so much time on the insect and 
arachnid identification took away from the flow of our 
mystery. 
 
Question: Do you think the “Arthropod Data Cards” created for RACT3 
addressed the concerns you mentioned above? 
Quinn: “I think that the arthropod data cards were a really good change 
for this part of the unit. Students really didn’t learn much about ticks 
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and insects from looking at the specimens they collected as the insects 
were really hard for them to identify using the dichotomous key.” 
 
Question: How do you feel the “Arthropod Data Cards” lesson has 
affected student learning compared to the outside lab activity? 
Quinn: “I think using the cards led to more targeted learning. For this 
unit the students really just need to know that ticks aren’t insects. It was 
also good to shorten the amount of time students spent on this part of 
the unit as it is not directly linked to any performance expectations.” 
 
 
Lesson 5: What is the tick spreading to kids that is making them sick? 
After RACT1 Quinn wrote: 
o Really need to increase the complexity of this lesson. It 
was very easy for students to determine that the 
infectious agent was a type of bacteria and that it was 
Lyme disease. 
 
After RACT2 Quinn wrote: 
o I find this lesson to be overall weaker in terms of 
engagement. The challenge of figuring out what the 
unknown microbe is not complicated. Not sure that it 
needs to be as this unit already takes a good chunk of 
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time but I think we could find some way to make it more 
interesting. 
 
Question: Do you feel the addition of the Lyme Bend addresses these 
concerns with this lesson? 
Quinn: “Yes – I think that the addition of the ELISA lesson is an 
important part of the lesson. It brings in what an epidemiologist would 
actually do in a case like this and the idea that you need multiple pieces 
of data to diagnose a disease. We can’t just assume a kid has Lyme 
disease because they were bitten by a tick. We also can’t assume that 
a kid doesn’t have Lyme disease if we don’t see the bacterium in the 
blood.” 
 
Question: Why did you feel identification of what is making these kids 
sick is not necessary? 
Quinn: “I think it is necessary to know that it is the bacterium that is 




Lesson 8: How are ticks finding their host? 
After RACT2 Quinn wrote: 
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o One thing that is a little tricky for this experiment is when 
we want to run more than one in a class period as the 
ticks need to be removed from the apparatus and put 
back in their conical tubes 
o I would like to look at the feasibility of doing the same 
experiment with the petri dish choice chambers. This 
would be much faster - just need to make sure that the 
ticks can’t escape that type of enclosure 
 
Question: What differences in student engagement do you recall 
between RACT2 with the actual experiment vs RACT3 with the video? 
Quinn: “Student engagement was definitely reduced using the video. 
I’m not sure that I would use the videos again. Not sure that the time for 
the lesson is warranted.” 
 
Question: Do you think a tick choice simulation computer "game" 
would be better alternative to the tick experiment and the tick 
experiment videos from both student engagement and time wise? 
Quinn: “I definitely think that a simulation/game would be more 





Lesson 11: Are deer and Lyme disease related? 
Part 1: 
Between RACT1 and RACT2 we added a scenario  
• There is a forest with 20 deer, 5,000 mice, and 40,000 ticks. 
What kind of field experiment could we perform to see if the deer 
or mice are more important to the Lyme ecosystem? 
 
Question: Can you explain why this scenario was added? 
Quinn: “The scenario was added as when students were asked how to 
reduce Lyme incidence, they would always want to kill the ticks. The 
goal of the scenario was to get them to think about the other animals in 
the ecosystem that were important for Lyme prevalence and think 
about how we could see which ones were most important.” 
 
Question: In your opinion, how did adding the scenario affect student 
questioning between RACT1 and RACT2? 
Quinn: “Students still struggle with thinking about how we could test to 
see which animals are the most important for controlling Lyme 
prevalence. They don’t think that animals can be removed from 
ecosystems. They often suggest that we do something to the deer (like 





After RACT2 Quinn mentioned: 
• The conversations did not move quickly to what the researchers 
actually did (remove the deer)  
 
Question: Why do you think students are still struggling with this? 
Quinn: “See note above” Referring to her answer from the previous 
question: In your opinion, how did adding the scenario affect student 
questioning between RACT1 and RACT2? 
 
Question: How did using this scenario differ, if at all between RACT2 
and RACT3? 
Quinn: “I think that I presented the scenario the same way both times. 
Even with the scenario, students still want to start by trying to kill or 
catch all the ticks.” 
 
 
Lesson 13: Are mice and Lyme related? 
After RACT2 Quinn wrote: 
• I remember that this lesson was confusing to many students the 
first time I piloted it in Tuscola. Since that initial pilot, changes 
have been made to make the information in the comic clearer as 
students were confused about vector vs reservoir competence. 
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• I think that students had a good comprehension of the main 
topics in the comic but when they started looking at the 
scenarios and trying to decide what part of competence was in 
play there was some confusion. 
 
Question: What aspects of this lesson were made clearer by the 
updates? 
Quinn: “Differences between reservoir and vector competence were 
made clearer.” 
 
Question: What aspects of this lesson were still confusing? 
Quinn: “I think that students are sometimes confused as they are not 
sure if they should be answering the question about the reservoir or the 
vector.” 
 
Question: Did you feel the confusion was still present in RACT3? 
Quinn: “Somewhat – I think that they just need a better explanation that 
more than one aspect of competence can be in play at the same time.” 
 
 
Lesson 15: What other factors might affect the spread of Lyme 
disease? 
After RACT2 Quinn wrote: 
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• Overall, I think that this lesson is important but that we need to 
make it more clear for students to use and apply to their tick 
model. 
 
Question: Why do you think students struggled with this initial material 
[referring to the materials used in RACT2]? 
Quinn: “I think that the lingo used in the graphs is confusing. Also, they 
have no idea what the stats on the graph mean so the numbers are just 
confusing.” 
 
Question: Compared to RACT2, how do you think RACT3 was 
affected using new materials [referring to the materials used in 
RACT3]? 
Quinn: “I like some of the new data sets better, but I still think that this 
is one of the weaker lessons in terms of materials. Students really 
struggle with some of the graphs. I think that the graphs probably need 
to be modified for a freshman-level class.” 
 
Revisions to the Lyme Disease Unit model activities: 
 
Lesson 1 – Introduction to the phenomenon 
In RACT1, the disease model criterion were the following: 
o First model criteria - get students to make list: 
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§ How does a person get the disease? 
§ What happens to the body/symptoms (get students 
to think about illness) 
§ Treatment 
§ Where did it come from? 
In RACT2 & RACT3, the disease model criterion were the following: 
o In their models students are including: 
§ How the person contracts the disease 
§ How the disease gets into the body 
§ What the person is getting infected with 
§ Possible treatments 
 
After RACT1 Quinn mentioned: 
o Not clear that students understood disease and what 
infection was.  But did identify two ways of getting disease 
(transmitted) vs. inherited. 
o Not clear what the sickness was/is-- or why it affects you 
the way that it does. Students didn’t understand the 
treatment-- why antibiotic/antiviral treatments. 
o May be useful to add an additional element to the model 
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Question: Do you think the changes made to the model criterion 
between RACT1 and RACT2/3 helped clear up some of these concerns 
raised after RACT1? Why/Why not? 
Quinn: “I think that it was definitely an improvement to include modeling 
criteria and then a scenario that they should be able to answer using 
their model. This allowed them to check their models to make sure that 
they can use it to make predictions. Without both the criteria and 
scenario, students really struggled to put together good models. 
Students still struggle to tie everything together but the changes did 
lead to definite improvement.” 
 
Question: What differences did you see in these disease models 
between RACT1-2-3? 
Quinn: “With the additional criteria students were including the 
important components and interactions between them. The predictive 
ability of the models also improved with the additional instructions. I 
think that having students answer the scenarios using their model 






Lesson 9: How are ticks getting our kids sick?/Where are ticks getting 
the disease? 
Prompt for these questions was just indicating that these questions 
were going to be focused on the Lyme ecosystem models developed in 
this lesson as there were no specific comments from the teacher 
reflection about the changes in these materials. 
 
Question: Between RACT1 and RACT2 we added model activity 
guidelines and an explanation of what a model does, how do you think 
that affected the student models? 
Quinn: “This was really important and I have seen improvement in 
student models. I do think that this initial model discussion is something 
that I still need to work on. Even with the guidelines, students struggle 
to put everything together – they still like to separate the different 
factors without linking everything together to show effects on Lyme 
prevalence.” 
 
Question: Between RACT2 and RACT3 we added scenarios to the 
model activity guidelines, how do you think that affected how the 
students perceived what a model is or should do? 
Quinn: “I think that the idea that models should be able to be used to 
make predictions is much clearer to students. But connecting 
everything together is still tricky for them.” 
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Lesson 13: Are mice and Lyme related? 
After RACT2 Quinn wrote: 
• Unlike the students I taught last year in Tuscola - my current 
students did not immediately think of doing any type of food web. 
They are trying to categorize things and chunk it up. I did talk to 
some groups about this - asked if there could be potential 
problems if they left out organisms that they have learned about. 
 
Question: Why do you think this change in modeling occurred? 
Quinn: “I have no idea. I’m wondering if I may have drawn a food web 
on the board [during RACT1] when they were starting their models.” 
 
Question: Do you think the models from RACT2 were more 
representative of the models described in NGSS than RACT1? What 
about for RACT3? 
Quinn: “I think that the RACT2 models were most representative. I think 
this may just have been a product of the engagement/interest of 
students. The RACT2 students seemed overall to be more interested in 





Lesson 14: What role do other animals play? 
After RACT2 Quinn wrote: 
• I think that the most useful thing about the Sage Modeler activity 
so far has been to think through the relationships that they are 
showing on their model and drawing/explaining their graphs. 
 
Question: How do you think the use of Sage Modeler affects student 
learning in terms of Lyme content for this lesson? 
Quinn: “I’m not sold on Sage Modeler. I think it gets them to think a little 
more about the interactions between organisms, but I think that they 
could get the same thing out of a paper model. The program is a little 
tricky to use and it is hard for students to get the program to show the 
kind of changes that they would expect by increasing/decreasing the 
different populations of organisms.” 
 
Question: How do you think the use of Sage Modeler affects student 
learning in terms of modelling for this lesson? 
Quinn: “Not sure – You almost have to manipulate the program to show 
the types of relationships that you are expecting. It doesn’t allow for the 
types of predictions that I think students really expect to see. I’m not 
sure that I will use it again.” 
 
